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Official Returns Are Now in Two Special Messages Are Registration and Election Russia Oaders Its Army to Western Governors Spent Three Turks Are Killed Be A Full House Attends Their
First Performance
fore Warship Hastily
Advance on Teheran,
Crookedness Rampant
Such Shape as to Per
Day'at Cleveland, Ohio,
Being Prepared by PresLast Night
In Los Angeles
Withdraws
the Capital
ident Taft
mit Count
Banqueting
.

APPEAL

READY WITH REPORTS

GRAND JURY TO

ASSASSINATED WILL

HIDE

EAST TOMORROW

ATTACK

IS

TO

BE RESUMED ANOTHER SHOW THIS EVENING

IMPORTANT

0M

Brass Plate Placed

at Entrance No Deductions or Recommenda- Juror Alleged to (Have Been Czar Demand Instant Dismissal Nevada's Executive Declares Fifteen Shells From Gunners A Grand Frolic of Latest Songs,

BOARDS

to New Santa Fe Court

Facts Presented.

Probate Clerk A. R. O'Quinn ol
Eddy county and the political county
chairmen, today sent affidavits certifying that the precinct of Pearl had
not been legally established and that
therefore no provision was made for
holding an election there. The pecu-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Dec. 1. The
report of the Tariff
Board on the wool schedule of the
Payne Tariff and on the wool industry will be in the hands of President
Taft. not later than December 11.
This prediction, was made at the
White House today following a visit
of Chairman Emery and A. H. Sanders of the board. The cotton report
will be sent to the White House a
few days later.
Will Work Sundays.
Mr. Taft spent nearly an hour with
the two members of the hoard and
urged them to make all possible
haste in the preparation of both re
ports and the board will work nights
and Sundays until Its work on these
two scneauies ana industries are
completed.
Two Special Tariff Messages. .
Mr. Taft's two special tariff mes
sages, one on wool and the other on
cotton, it became known, will be
,Srely formal documents of transmit
much-discusse- d

X
X

,

liar feature is, that the precinct returned 22 votes in the Democratic
primary, that preceded the election.
"The returns, now that 'they are
sorted, 'are not as bad as I thought
they would be," said Secretary Nathan
JafTa today. "It is true, there are
technical irregularities and omissions,
but none of them of a nature to indicate any intentional wrong doing."
The canvassing board adjourned to
2 o'clock this afternoon to finish the
preliminaries to the actual counting.
It Is not likely that any of the elec I
and
tion judges will be summoned
that with the receipt of the ballot boxes for the precincts from which official
returns are missing, the board will be
in position to make quick work of the
actual tabulation of the vote and be
able to announce it by Saturday of
tal.
next week.
Under the act creating the tariff
"
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor William 'J. Mills today ap- board it is not expected to make recommendations for tariff regulations
pointed Alfred W. Goodrich a notary
Bernalillo to Congress.
in Albuquerque,
public

of American Treasuier

Tampered With Before He
Went Into Box.

tions Will Be Made From

House

INVESTIGATE

X

X
X
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McNamara Pleads Guilty.
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 1.
James B. McNamara this after- noon withdrew his plea of not
guilty and pleaded
guilty of
murder In connection with the
Times explosion. John J. Mc- Namara pleaded
guilty of de- stroying Llewellyn Iron works.

Reno Divorce Joke Is
Obnoxious.

General
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Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 1. At the
opening of court in the McNamara
case today, District Attorney Fredericks asked for a continuance until 2
p. m. He did not state the reason,
holding himself to the comment that
he hud never asked a continuance be.
fore.
,
The request was granted...
It was rumored that certain Indianapolis developments interested the
State but his could not be confirmed.
Thirty-eigh- t
men in the venire pan
el of fifty were reached with sum
mons and of the number fifteen remained after Judge Bordwell's pre-

-

1.
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1

X
X
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That Fell Wide of Their
Mark

xxxx-xxxxxxxxx-

Pretty Girls.

By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican I (By Specla. leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 1. Tonight
Perlm, Dec. 1. The bombardment a

the eight western governors and one of the fortified seaport of Mocha, Aralieutenant governor who are touring bia, caused considerable damage but
the country, booming their states, and only three Turks are reported to have
advancing the interests of the Panama been killed.
The Turkish gunners in the fort re
exposition to be held in San Francisco in 1915, will invade the east.
plied to the firing from the Italian
After a day of automobile rides, in- warships with fifteen shells, all of
except the
terrupted at noon by a luncheon at which, however, fell short
the Chamber of Commerce, at which last one, which passed over an Italian
there were 600 other guests, and In the cruiser, causing it to withdraw prompt
afternoon, by a reception aboard the ly. It is said that the bombardment
will be resumed on Decem
governor's special train, the party will probably
be entertained by former Governor ber 4 by a more powerful Italian warMyron T. Herrick at a banquet at the ship.
Union Club tonight and shortly after
SEPARATE
will depart for Buffalo, N. Y, where a THIRTY-THREOIL COMPANIES.
stop over will be made tomorrow.

consequence of the reception
by the Persian National Coun- cil of the Russion demands, X
Russia has ordered Russian X
troops now concentrated at X
Resht, capital of the Persian S
province of Ghilan, 16 miles X
from Enzeili on the Caspian X
X
sea, to advance on Teheran.

Wit and a Galaxy of

The Jolly Elks'
crowded house
Elks' theater and
was enjoyed and

Minstrels played to
last night at the

their

performance

heartily applauded
from start to finish. There were no
dull moments and even between the
scenes, the audience was entertained
in such a manner that the two hours
slipped away before the audience real
ized that there is an end to all things
even the best.
If Santa Fe was not already fully
aware that it was blessed with more
than its share of pretty and entertaining girls a casual glance at the
twelve who helped make the evening
delightful would bring sure conviction
of this fact.
After the opening chorus "Evening
Time" by the entire company, Miss
Price of Gasoline and Petroleum Mary Foree sang her charming so
Same as Heretofore and No
Miss Foree
prano solo "Stariand."
One Is Benefited,
was encored enthusiastically, and in-- "
deed her charming recital deserved
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the applause it received. Miss MorNew York, Dec. 1. The thirty- - rison did herself and
her voice full
into
three subsidiary companies
in a "classy little ballad" en- justice
div
Oil
which the Standard
Company
ided efter the supreme court decreed
its dissolution began their separate,
Some
individual
existence today.
200,000 new stock certificates containing proportionate shares of these
companies were mailed to the 6,000
old stockholders of the old Standard
Oil Company, of New Jersey.
No provision has been made for
the elimination of the fractional
shares now distributed. The usual
Wall Street practice of having fractional shares listed on the stock exchange and dealt in until they become consolidated Into full shares is
not possible in this case, because at
present the oil shares in general can
not be listed. Brokers said, howev.......
.i
:V
f er, that some plan undoubtedly would
be worked out. '

Persia Rejects Ultimatum.
Teheran, Persia, Dec. 1. The national council has rejected the Russian ultimatum by a big majority. The
foreign minister has .the vote of the
national council on rejection of the ultimatum which was cast in open session. A subsequent secret sitting of
Surprised By Harmon.
the members was practically unaniThe governors were surprised here
mous against compliance. - A' cable- by a visit from Governor Harmon of
gram from British Foreign Minister Ohio, who came up from Columbus
Sir Edward Grey was presented to the he said "to extend a welcome to the
assembly during its sitting. The dis- visitors."
patch urgently - advised compliance At the Chamber of Commerce lunch
with the Russian demands but some eon, numerous short addresses were
of the members pointed out that Eng- made. Governor
Governor
Burke,
liminary examination.
land's advice had heretofore only led Norris, Governor Hawley Governor
Illegal Registration.
West, and Governor Oddie were rmong
Los Angeles, Cailf., Dec. 1. The to Persian, humiliation.
Russian Injustice Intolerable.
Harmon
Governor
the speakers.
district attorney's office was com
They believed that Sir Edward Grey made a few remarks.
pletely engrossed in details of the al- Reno Divorce Joke Obnoxious.
misinformed, and emphaticleged illegal registration of voters hfd
Comparative Cost of Production.
county, i
asserted
that
Russian injustice
Oddie of Nevada, is quot
Governor
ally
was
not
this
and
reason
Its
will
the
show
the comparagiven
reports
Territorial Funds.
become
had
Intolerable.
They ed today in an interview as saying
The following sums were received tive cost of production of wool and only for the inactivity in the Frankthought that resistance on the part of that the Reno divorce joke has be
by the territorial treasurer today: cotton, in the various states in the lin matter, but for the. request for Persian government to the Russian come obnoxious and that he will at
United
of
McNamara
States
the
and
will
treasurearly
but
it
adjournment
$574.18 from Oscar Lohman,
abroad,
demands would awaken foreign atten tempt during the coming winter to seer of Dona Ana county; $50 from John not contain conclusions as to any case.
tion and lead to an Impartial inquiry. cure a more rigid divorce law in Ne
Scores and Scores of Complaints.
Joerns, traveling bank examiner; rates. It is said that in his tariff meson the other band, would vada.
Scores and scores of complaints Compliance,
$132.75, game protection fund.
sages, the president does not now in
be construed as a sign of abject cow
disto
had
be
to
the
tend
tfie
Makes
go any further than
prepared today by
Deposit.
Surety Company
ardice and would mean national sui INDIAN
HELD
trict attorney in connection wi.h the cide.
The Southwestern Surety Insurance board.
a
AT CARLISLE 8CHOOL.
on
as
occurs
the
election
Company of Durant, Oklahoma City,
registration,
Underwood Will Call Meeting.
.
Governor Assassinated
Okla, with home offices at Dennlson, V
Tuesday. The alleged election fraud
former governor of Similar to.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 1. Repre- is to be one of the
Gatherings Held In Past
invesof
Texas, today deposited $10,000 In pre- sentative
subjects
the province of Fars, was assassinat
Underwood, chairman of
C. J. Cran-da- ll
By
Superintendent
scribed securities with the territorial
tigation of the new grand jury and it ed as he was leaving bis residence
Means
the
and
an
Committee,
Ways
in
Fe.
Santa
treasurer. By depositing this sum,
Is supposed that the district attorThree men participated in the
the company is permitted to write off- nounced today that he would call a ney's office expected as a result of today.
'"
crime.
meeting of the committee as soon as today's work to furnish two
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
icial bonds.
good reaAmerican Treasurer General
Carlisle, Pa., Dec. 1. The first In- LAFOLLETTE CLAIMS MAJORITY
Congress convened to sound the sen- sons for
Public 8choor Dedication.
the summoning at once of
OF REPUBLICAN STATES.
A deputation of mombers from the dian
for years at the Indian
of
timents
to
tarmembers
the
as
the
board
of
On the invitation of the
the grand
frauds and national council watted" on W. Mor- school here was conducted during the-'
"
iff
revision
program.
Socorro
education of Magdalena,
MISS FOREE.
bribery attempts in connection with gan Shuster before the vote was tak- past few days, when four dusky, giant New Mexico Is on His List as Hav
county, James E. Clark, superintend'
a McNamara venireman.
en in the parliamentary session. The Cheyenne chiefs from the Tongue Riv
Organization
ing
Progressive
ent of public instruction, will preside CRIPPLE CREEK PETERING
Franklin was in conference today American
treasurer-general
in His Interest.
begged er reservation in Montana, visited the
titled "Lovie Dear."
OUT AS MINING CAMP. with his
at the laying of the corner stone of
attorney, Henry T. Gage, go them to consult only the interests of children of the tribe at the govern (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Oh, the Chorus Girls!
to
the public
Magdalena's addition
1.
SenThat
ing over details of the defense to be their country and not to consider him. ment's educational institution, and la
Columbus, Ohio, Dec.
of special mention
are
Deserving
school building on December 5. The United States Reduction and Refin made at the
inMonThe national council registered its ter showed the marks of civilizing
preliminary hearing
lator Robert M. LaFollette will have the charming and beautiful chorus
ing Company's Plant at Colo- building will be a thoroughly modern
refusal to comply with the terms of fluence when they quietly slipped into a majority of the delegates from ev
day.;
of "A Palm Beach Party."
one of stone and will contain together
rado City, Closes.
Rumors flew thick and fast that the Russian ultimatum at 11:45 just a a drug store and silently sipped choc- ery state that remained in the Re- girls
Besides those already mentioned
with the elder part, eight spacious (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the district
olate
was
In
of
an
hour
office
before
the. expiraquarter
attorney's
publican column in the last elections, there were in the chorus:
Mrs. Carl
- rooms.
Colorado Springs Colo., Dec. 1.
At the pow-wothe four chiefs, to- is the prediction of Walter L. Houser, A. Bishop, Mrs. M. T. Dunlavy, Mrs.
a report charging that tion of the time limit of the ultiBrass Plate Placed In Court House. Continued decrease in ore shipments vestigating
one of the sworn jurors had been matum.
gether with the 30 Cheyenne students chairman of the National Progres- E Frank Keefe, Miss A. M. McFie,
A new brass plate was placed In from the Cripple
Creek district is
at the school, talked of the advant- sive League Campaign Committee Miss Opal Sanford, Miss Pearl GallaRussian Protectorate.
with before entering the
the wall of the lobby of the county given as the reason for the tempor- tampered
box. It was said that a
ages the white men are giving them. made here today.
In
silent
the
meanwhile,
large
gher, Miss Edith Marmon, Miss Doro
The
court house this morning.
plate ary suspension of operations by the tion of the men in the box
Through an interpreter they talked to
be
around
crowds
the
might
precincts
thronged
conrete
thy Griffin, Miss Julia Jaffa, Miss
He
that
said
organizabears the following inscription 'em United States Reduction and Refinasked for by the prosecution.
This of the parliament house waiting for Superintendent Friedman, and de tions already have been formed in Amee Wittman.
bossed qn a polished surface:
ing Company's
plant at Colorado theory gained wide credence and the verdict of the deputies. The Rus- clared themselves more than ever conThe male members of the chorus
1910
Michigan,
Indiana,
City, which will mean the laying off Chief Detective Samuel L. Browne sian minister here, M. Poklewsky
verted to education and that they Pennsylvania,
and are: W. Bradfield, Max Kraus, J.
Illinois, North
Santa Fe County, New Mexico.
Massachusetts,
of about 175 men. '
would
talk
and
back
to
their
go
people
notified the Persian government
admitted that such a thing was not
H. Franklin, F. Wiley, M. T. Dun.
South Dakota, Iowa, Colorado, ArizoCounty Commissioners
The announcement that the plant
and and send them to school. These same na. New Mexico, Washington,
that the Mother
W. H. Wetzell, A. Kaune, H.
impossible at this time.
lavy,
Ore
Ishmael Sparks,
will suspend operations for the time
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 1. It de all her property would henceforward old fellows have been .strong oppon
E. Friday, D. VickRoy.
Stephens,
WyChairman.
Montana,
Idaho,
California,
gon,
ents in the past of the white man's
being and that its ore treatment con- veloped that
"In
the Silent Deep."
Sullivan, another be placed under the proteotlon of education.
Larry
Utah.
Alfredo Lucero, ;
and
More amazing than any oming,
tracts will be taken care of by the of the detectives
::
W. H. Pyatt established a reputa
em Russia In compliance with a request
occasionally
Jose Ortiz y Pino,
chiefs
that
four
the
Golden Cycle Company, was made toelse,
agreed
tion for himself in Santa Fe as one be
ployed by the McNamara defense for which she had telegraphed to the em- thing
George W. Armijo,
it would be best that their children
day by J. D. Hawkins, president and special work, was
closeted peror and empress of Russia.'
lng possessed of an unusual baritone
secretly
Clerk,
should speak no Indian language, that
T
general manager of the company, in with District Attorney Fredericks to
voice over which he has excellent
Russia Objects to American.
Celso Lopez,
a circular letter to the ore producers
The Russian ultimatum to the terms they should forget the past and seek
command.
He sang "In the Silent
Treasurer.'
day. Sullivan, who guarded Mrs. Or- with whom the U. S. Reduction & Reof
which the Persian national council citizenship in the future.
Deep" in a way that expressed the
in
was
E.
tie
McManigal when she
Rap and Rapp, Architects.
who
The
Cheyenne chiefs,
stopped
fining Company has contracts.
of the sea in a wonderful
Los Angeles, it is understood, was has refused to agree, called in the off on their return to Montana from
ANARCHY mystery
Supreme Court.
manner.
summoned by th?. prosecution andjnrst n!ace. for tn lnstant dismissal
The Territorial Supreme Court conwere Charles Nonyak,
"In My Old Home."
Shuster, the American, Washington,
vened at 10 o'clock this morning with
subjected to a long interrogation, of W. Morgan several
Charles Toe Ball, William Bighead,
who
"In My Old Home", a southern bal
months
for
has
occupied
all judges present.
was
not
could
what
about
it
through
them
Son.
and
Little
Accompanying
the post of Persian treasurer general.
Stores Are Being lad by C. H. Wilson, disclosed a mas
be learned.
Case No. 1403, John H. McKnight,
a Banks
A further demand was for a cash In- was an interpreter and Red Water,
ter of technique and a voice of great
Will
Examination,
appellee, vs.; El Paso Brick Company,
student and
former Indian school
Looted in Open Daylight
volume.
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 1. That demnity from Persia to cover the cost member of the foot ball eleven of 1898
appellant, appeal from Dona Ana
of Russian troops to
of
the
Gus Always Makes a Hit.
IT
FOR
dispatch
Canton
was
and
submitted.
would
District
Fredericks
wmnly,
argued
Attorney
but who is now a prosperous farmer.
Gus Koch made the hit of the night
court convened at 2 that country.
The case Is one or peculiar interest
ask', when
Chief Little Son was one of General
in "That's Why They Call Me Shine"
Want Taft to 8top War.
and involves law points not hereto
of the examina
o'clock, a
Nelson A. Miles' scouts during the Inis a regular-fore passed upon directly and will un That Is Plea of Governor tion of one or more of the sworn jurWashington, D. C, Dec. 1. Presi dian uprisings on the Sioux reserva POLICE APPEARTO BE HELPLESS Gus is good and his song
scream.
was
the
to
dent
Taft
S.
appealed
by
be
was
taken
U.
on
to
today
the
the admission made
doubtedly
ors,
up
good
tions and also at the time of the Cus
Frank Keefe.
Education Society ter massacre. The chief met General
Sloan to National Water
Supreme Court no matter how it may
authority shortly after noon today.
Frank Keefe might have been a
to use the good offices of the United Miles in
Re'
be decided. The case involves five
Most
Members
of
district
the
Outrages
attorney's
the
other
Deplorable
day
Washington
Users Association
ana
"The
traveled
professional
staff unofficially declared that they States government to prevent war be quite unexpectedly and the two had a
placer claims in southern Dona Ana
in Towns on Yangtae
from the
White
ported
Great
Way"
judging
sociand
tween
Persia.
The
Russia
on
county on which the El Paso Brick
some
had been working for
time
over old times.
long pow-woKiang
Company had applied for patent but TWENTY INSTEAD OF FIVETEARS a theory that some of the sworn ety .also addressed letters, of appeal
which were adversed by plaintiff
jurors had been Influenced prior to to the United States Senate and WILL SPEND $90,000,000
mil
in
to New Mexican)
who set up the contention that the
House of Representatives and to An
their entering the box.
EXTRA FOR NAVY. f Bv Special Leased Wire
1.
the
Dec.
Hone
Although
Kong.
latter'B
had failed to do their assessdrew
the
asking
Carnegie
Newspapers 8poiled Sensation.
of piracy on the West river has
ment work. The defendants on; the Homeaeeker Has Large Initial
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec'. 1. Much help as a friend of world peace.
Sum to Be 8pread Over Six Years to reign
'
been checked by the vigilance of the
in
other hand contended that the plainExpenses
Reclaiming
perturbation was manifested by S. L.
Augment Germany's Strength
tiffs had to show that the defendants
guards on board the river steamers,
on the 8ea.
Farm
Browne, chief of the state's depart
on shore Is utterly cna
had not resumed assessment work bement of investigation, when he learn
I
to
New
Mexican the situation
(By Special Leased Wire
towns and settlements
In
the
otic.
fore the adverse was filed. Eugene S.
news
A
Dec.
ed that newspapermen had discovered
agency
Berlin,
.l.
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Ives of Tucson, who came near land- ByChicago,
which is sometimes 'well informed, along the river, the most deplorable
111.,
1. Governor Sullivan's presence in the district at
Dec.
states that an Increase of the German outrages are frequently occurring.
ing the Democratic nomination for U. Richard E. Sloan of Arizona, speaking torney's office today. He told one local
in Canton the military regime
S. Senator in Arizona, apd E. S before the National
man
he
not
wonld
that
navy has been decided. It says that Even
Water Users' As newspaper
itself wholly inefficient.
has
proved
to
Wade, Jr., represented the plaintiff sociation - here
him
determined
is
of
office
the
the
his
government
give
privileges
declared for
Bank Robbed.
and Hawkins ft Franklin the El Paso liberal extensiontoday
spend $90,000,000 on the augmentaof time to home if he printed the Sullivan incident
Brick Company. ?
For several days, armed bands of
tion of its fleet, which sum will be
steaders In paying back to the govern Later, one of the attaches of the dis
Assistant
have
First
hoodlums
gone
County Superintendents-Elec- t
Official cir robbers and
spread over six year
ment the money loaned them to carry trict attorney's office declared that
The following are the county school on
about Canton looting shops and nous
cles maintain silence.
General Issues
irrigation work. "The five years the newspaper men had spoiled en im
- superintendents-elect- :
es. Today five ruffians, bristling with
they are allowed is far too short," he portant plan. It was said that the in
Thatls Drastic
Bernalillo, Anastacio Montoya, Al- said. "It should be extended
revolvers, walked boldly into a bank
DANIEL GUGGENHEIM
to 20 tentlon was to produce Sullivan In
In a southern suburb and got away
buquerque.
court
late
and
"
his
OPERATION
UNDERWENT
suddenly
today
or
least
five
fifteen,
at
The
years
with $5,000 in cash. About the same
Chaves, C. C. Hill, Roswell.
to
district
visit
the
office
attorney's
requirement Imposes too great
'
ON
ATTACK
time a band of seven armed ratlves
Colfax, Mrs. Josle Lockard, Raton. ayear
to
a
was
asserted
be
forerunner
of
Be
his
Is
Convalescent
to
burden. Settling the land requires
,UB0B He - Reports
blustered into, the opea market? and
Curry, L. C. Merafelder, ClovU.
and Serious' Complications
ex- appearance before Judge Bordwell to
many
improvements
necessitating
Dona Ana, Frank M. Haynor, Las
'
boldly plundered two prominent shops
.;
Wers Averted. ;
penditure of money and with the year day.
Cruces.
before the eyes of hundreds of panic
Disband
to
Secret
Or
Command
New
were
In
Various
Leasee
to
stories
the
Wire
as
Mexican)
(By
sir
Special
to
the government make
ly payments
New York, Dee. J. Daniel Guggen stricken
MISS MORRISON.
JJddy, A. E. Bailey, Pearl.
too hard a struggle for existence to to the man or men In the jury box
ganizaaons Is Thus
Grant, Isabel Eckles, Silver City. the homesteader."
They secured several hundred dol
heim, one of the wealthy family of capwhom the prosecution Intend
'
against
Construed. ,
Guadalupe, J. v. Gallegos, Santa
italists, is convalescing after a surgic lars in money and then walked off.
ed' later today to direct its fire,: but
t . sears Wants Representation.
way he sang "If He Comes In I'm Go-i- n'
Police Helpless.
Ttosa.
al operation performed early this
the closest secrecy was manifested as
Out." If we didn't know Frank we
of
H.
Mrs.
Wallace
watched
Fulton
local
Fallon,
The
his
to
CarrlNev, to the Identity.
Lincoln,
Sean,
police, disarmed,
week. The operation, according
Gumm,
,By Special Leased Wire to New Mextoaa)
Dec. 1. What em- surgeon, was to relieve an ailment of the spectacle helplessly. Street fight- would be tempted to say that lie had
' 'JKKO.
president of the association said the It was said that District Attorney Chicago, 111.,
"black-bel- t'
Luna, Miss Grace Goebel, Demtng. association would formulate a petition Fredericks fully intended to use a per- ployes of the United States Mail Ser- minor nature, which, however, threat- ing goes on continuously in all parts Just arrived from the
him tonight it you hare
hear
to" be allowed to take some part in the
Better
or
an
union
killed
and
those
ex
on
of
Is
attack
their
Canton
ened
vice
termed
serious
injured
It
iCora, Mr.. Madrid, Mora.
complications.
emptory challenge against' one man
not already. "Just Plant a Watermelmany Innocent bystanders.
government's irrigation schemes.?
IfcKlnley, J. A. Brackett, Gallup.
now in the box, but sacrificed the op- organization was received here today pected that the patient will be fully Include
'
on on My Grave," was one ot the alts
Grand-fielS.
R.
C.
recovered in a tew days.
P.
Tipton, Alamogordo.
"The government has spent about portunity because Information alleg- in a general order from
Nanking Remains Uncenquered.
Otero,
Dec. 2. (1 a. m.) Nan- ot the evening and Clarence Pierce
twelve million in irrigation and will ing a plot to influence the
Assistant Postmaster GenFirst
Shanghai,
Quay, E. Pack, Tucumcari.
Jury
at the National federation of Post king remains tonight still In the pos- deserved the encores he received
Bio Arriba, David Martines, Velarde. eventually spend two billion dollars. tnrougn uu
msa cam to bis ears eral; calling on all
Clinton Crandall, Jr is certainly s
of the session of the imperial government
to
service
Roosevelt, Mrs. S. F. Culberson, Pot As we nave to repay this money This theory was confirmed by detecoffice, clerks, an affixation
in the
immediatedly
"
command
Lieutenot
w
the
to
under
Labor
of
American federation
wish to have some tives today, though tJaey would
troopi
eventually
disband.
,
(Continued oa Pegs Seven.)
'
'
voice In the spending of it"
(Continued on Page Four.)
no further details.
The order was auaea, me men say, wwca mosi oi we men nere oeiong- - ant General Feng Kwo Chang.
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drift in one of the line's cuts two
miles east of the city. The rear en- NOT SALTS OIL OR
gine was able to extricate itself and
PILLS BUT CASCARETS
Nearly Any One May Secure a Splen return to town, but the other re
mained buried in the drift until turned
did Growth of Hair.
We nave a remedy that has aided to loose today. The line further up the No Odds How Sick Your Stomach;
How Hard Your Head Aches or
grow hair and prevented baldness in grade is said to be covered with still
93 out of 100 cases where used ac- laiger drifts and it will perhaps be
How Billious Cascarets Make
for a reasonable a day or so before traffic will be
You Feel Great.
cording to directions
"
length of time. That may seem like again moving between the city and
two
Raton
we
the
a strong statement it is, and
You men and women who somehow
large coal camps.
WE HAVE r i .1 .
mean to be, and no one should doubt Range.
can't get feeling right who have an
It until they have put our claims to
almost daily headache, coated tongue
We'll have THANKSGIVING TURKEYS for our Customers an actual test.
foul taste and foul breath, dizziness,
Satisfactory Job All Around.
We are so certain Rexall "93" Hair
A negro stole two suit cases filled' can't sleep, are billious, nervous and
Tonic will cure dandruff, prevent bald with clothes and instruments from a upset, bothered with sick, gassy, disBananas,
Oranges,
ness, stimulate the scalp and hair surveyor's tent near the Harvey ordered stomach, or have backache
Nuts,
roots, stop falling hair and grow new House. The ravished ones sought and feel all worn out.
Grape
Are you keeping clean inside with
hair, that we personally give our posi out William, valiant guardian of
Plum Pudding.
Crnberries,
tive guarantee to refund every penny
slumbers, and whispered "Will- - Cascarets, or merely forcing a paspaid us for it in every instance where jam there's twenty in it. Get busy." sage way every few days witn salts,
of
All
it does not give entire satisfaction to And William got busy. He put his cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
the user.
ear to the ground, and from afar off important.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic is as pleas-- , came the pounding of number 15 bro-Cascarets work while you sleep;
ant to use as clear spring water. It gans fleeing rapidly into the golden cleanse and regulate the stomach, reis delightfully perfumed, and does not west, growing fainter, fainter still. So move the sour, undigested- - and fergrease or gum the hair. Two sizes, he got upon his horse and away he menting food and sour gases; take the
50c and fl.00.
With our guarantee did ride, with a gun upon his shoulder excess bile from the liver and carry
back of it, you certainly take no and another by his side. Came upon out of the system all the decomposed
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 4a
Southern Corr, or Plaza,
risk.
Sold only at our store Th negro at Dalies. Got negro. Survey- waste matter and poison in the intesTICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
GIVE REGISTER
WE
Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug Co., arstheir cmfwveirtaoimfwvptaoinfwyp
tines and bowels.
232 San Francisco St.
A Cascaret tonight will straighten
ors got their property. William got
Dox
his twenty. Negro got thirty days you out by morning a
DECEMBER.
Negro got off easy. So did the sup from any drug store will keep your
Oh, the bare old trees in their sweep- veyors. So did William. Belen Trib entire family feeling good for months.
Don't forget the children. They love
une.
ing grays,
Cascarets because they taste good-- do
And the gleam of the sapphire sea,
good never gripe or sicken.And the sun and the tang of these
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
brilliant days
EDITORIAL FLASHES
rper limits his adjustment to his im
Are bread and wine to me!
Fresh
Our Bakery is always going.
mediate community."
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
Oh, the firm white road beneath my
leader of education in America, says,
Flood of Immigration Expected,
tread
Mountainair valley and table lands the Springfield Union, brings a thrill
And the stubble pinkish-brown- ,
Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
And the hills in their wonderful purple- will be one immense wheat and rye of pride to every man in newspaper-dom- .
-red,
Newspaper men are writing the
field by Christmas. If the middle west
of political parties, the mesclear-cu- t
platforms
we
And
and
climate
know
what
the
town
distant
soil, crops
Phone, 19 Black.
have here at Mountainair the Feder- sages and documents of presidents,
And the stately glow in the orange al army couldn't keep the homeseek-er- s governors, mayors and other officials,
west
out of this country. Next season the addresses of chairmen of public
Still and lingering
will witness a flood of Immigrant far- gatherings and the speeches of statesHave brought to weary hearts more mers to this valley from the North- men and politicians.
And among the great names of
rest
west, and they are coming with money American
literature are not a few who
Than all the balms of spring.
to farm right. Mountainair Messen
at some period in their experience,
By Ethel Hobart, in the December ger.
have tried their hand at newspaper
(Christmas) Scribner.
work and honored it. Emerson, BryNew Mexico's Tar Party.
ant, Irving, Lowell, Holmes, Warner
A "tar party" was pulled oft recent- and a score of others
have'helped to
,
Amis-tadly in our neighboring town of
AROUND THE STATE
write the history of the world in a
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
one of the leading citizens of he day, which is the function of a newslittle
village being the victim. The paper.
&
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden
field seeds in bulkand package
territorial laws prescrtTie a very se"The Fourth Estate" will ever be a
New Editor.
John Van der Linden is the editor vere penalty for the crime for which mighty power in the shaping of the
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
of the Lake Arthur Times. Needless the man was tarred. Some times it world's
destiny. Publisher's Auxil
to say, he is not an Irishman,
is much better for the community iary.
and all concerned to let the law take
its course in such cases. Amistad
Killed Two Grizzlies,
Horace Hooker and Miles Burford New Mexican.
Phone Black while hunting in the Mogollons, SoPhone Black
Use for Results
corro county, killed two grizzly bear.
Using Public Buildings for Public
45
45

Store
The Little
tothe Front

DON'TJEMLD

Always

Cooking and Baking Bags

Tjue
mm urn

L I vm

b
VI

rarJ

-t

IS

fir

I

Fruits,

Be-len-'s

Kinds

And

Vegetables.

WIT

GEN

CO

-

The Delicatessen Store

f

J

MRS. GOOD COOK:
MR. GOBLER ESPECIALLY REQUESTS THAT HE BE CARV
ED WITH
A BRAND NEW
CARVING SET.
OUR CARVING KNIVES WILL CARRY A RAZOR EDGE AND
AND MAKE CARVING QUICK AND EASY.
YOU'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOUR FRIENDS DINE WITH
YOU IF YOU HAVE NEW KNIVES, FORKS AND
SPOONS FOR
TABLE. COME AND SEE OUR8.

rut

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If It

Hardware We Have

It

Phone 14

LOUIS NAPOLEON

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

r

READ for PROFIT

LEO HERSCH

:

A

SELECT LINE OF

CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES

:

:.::::::

Handkerchief Cases, Manicure Sets, Sewing Cases, Book Marks and
a great many other novelties all beautifully hand decorated in
water colors.

Thanksgiving Post Cards.

f

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
THIS

Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

are ordering in

COMPANY

N

shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
car-lo-

ad

Fire In Coal Camp.
The old tipple at Yankee, Colfax
county, caught fire and the scale house
on the second story of the tipple was
destroyed. The loss is $300.
Arrested on Charge of Forgery.
F. E. O'Neal who had been held to
the grand jury at Las Oruces, on the
charge of forgery of a check, has been
arrested at El Paso on the charge of
having forged instruments on his per
son.
Found Dead.
Fred Kutchin of Silverton, Torrance
county, received the sad news that his
sen Leslie had been found dead at
The remains have
Liscomb, Texas.
been sent to Estancia. The young
man was 29 years old and was the
only son of Mr. and Mrs. Kutchin.
Sheep Sales Dr. Wilburn, of near
Hope, Eddy county, has bought 1000
f
head of sheep from the
He will trail
company at Roswell.
them to his Hope country ranch. Paul
C. Wilson, formerly a stockhdTSer In
the Hondo Lumber company, has
bought 1,200 head of sheep from J. L.
Leonard, and embarked in the sheep
business.
Jaffa-Prage-

Revolver Went Off Accidentally
Juan Perea, 18 years old, accidentally shot himself in the left foot with
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
a revolver near Fort Bliss. He was
removed to Providence hospital at El
Established 1900
Paso where the bullet was extracted.
LEARN ARD &
L1NDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico Perea was going to kill a supposed
raad dog when the revolver accident
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
ally exploded and the bullet entered
his foot.

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."
Near Union Depot

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE
Per hire at papular pries

CtaiCK'S

HACK

utiles and

addle heraee.
THE0D0IE COtlICK,

UNE
Wieae Black 12.

ft

BBaaaasSBaaBBsaM

Bring your raw furs and hiHAc
to us to be tanned and
into
the latest style garnu ris, v.s,
robes, etc. Animals '.and birds
mounted at reason Lie r icr,
n-.a-

J

v.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED

Attention ! Sp"S

Had Foot Cut Off.
Frank Wbalen had a foot partially
cut off by an engine at Duran, Tor
rance county. Whalen had lain down
in a warm ash pile on the tracks to
sleep, when an engine backed over
his foot. . His foot was amputated at
the arch by Estancia surgeons, and he
was lodged in the county Jail. He
claims that he has been making his
way from Pennsylvania.

Good.

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

If Denver standards are to obtain,
the flourishing city of Durango has
thrown sanity to the winds and embarked on a cruise of civic lawlessness that cannot but end in frightful
disaster. Not only have the people
of Durango decided to use their school
buildings for gathering of the citizenry, but the range of debate and
Is allnwfriT in talrp n all snrta
of industrial, political and economic
subjects that have to do with the gen
eral welfare and enlightenment of the

They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit.

community.

,.,

Rocky Mountain

i
I

News.

Newspapers as Factors in Education.
Newspapers were recently highly
commended by Dr. Elmer E. Brown,
United States commissioner of educa
tion, who said: "You may teach the
Indian scientific facts; you may teach
him history and literature; but if he
does not get interested in the newspaper and become a reader of it he will
world
not come into the Anglo-Saxoof public opinion, he will not become
educated in the highest sense of the
word.
"The newspaper brings the citizen
into a greater world of public opinion
than he can find in the oral speech of
his village or community. . . . The
person who does not read the newspa--

TONIC IN ACTION

-

QUICK IN RESULTS

vor sale bj all druggists.

MEN AND WOMEN
FOR GOVERNMENT

WANTED

POSITIONS.

Free booklet
telle about 360,000
protected positions in U. 8. Civil Service.
More than 40.000
vacancies
lifetime
every year,
employment
Easy to get. Just ask for examina
tion booklet
Nw Mexico Civil Ser
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M., Box

For Best Laundry Work

by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.

RETURNS

THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

TO

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

;

t

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hijflr Bali Ginger Ale
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KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATRP

CO

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
C AI

P

OALL

'np'owd

aDd on'anproYed

City Property,

Orchards

and Rincies; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesoqoe at a Bargain.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.

KERR'S

Phone, Red

No. 11

SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

eal
FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phene us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work la guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge..
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILL08

Wood
Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

KMeftCTB!
85

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone.

Telephone 85

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

It's Not an Unusual Incident
Charging that her husband who had
represented himself to be enjoying an
Prom
Income of large proportions tried to
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
borrow $25 from her with which to
TAOS
BARRANCA
treat "the boys", Mrs. Buena
La Salle Restaurant
South
bride of less than a month, Meets Both North
filed a suit for divorce at Pueblo, ColoCHAS. QANN, Prop.
Bounds Trains.
rado, from Charles McClung. The plainof
Telephoned.
arrival
on
the
Leaves Barranca
tiff states that no sooner were they
married than her husband made the the north bound train and arrives at Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
request. The couple separated on the Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
Ten miles shorter than any ether
spot.
Hacks and food
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good cover
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams BOARD
8now Drifted Badly.
BY THE WEEK $5.00
The two Santa Fe and Eastern en- furnished commercial men to' take In
French
Noodle
Embudo
Order 20c. a dish,
Wire
town.
mornthe
became
atuck
surrounding
gines
yesterday
New Terk Chop Suey 51a
ing while attempting to buck a deep Station.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

:

Modern Residences for Rent.

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Phone Red No. 23.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be
lieve him perfectly honorable la all

business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made

'J. !!
iir l v
why niipun mineral water r

FOR
1 UIV

Imperial Laundry

F. F. GORMLEY

II7sL. I

452.

n

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot he cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.

Phone 6619 Blk.
Santa Fe, N. M.

ue

LIVERY STABLE
Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

Phone

9

CHAS. CL0S50N

rfbea hi Heed of Anyfltfar

iifteUVEKY
Finished.

Drivers

Don Qatpar Ave.

LINE.

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,
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PITZ

1

5ALE

REDUCTION
FOR HOLIDAY SHOPPERS

Listen to a Few of These Specials
CorGOIWeADhes
Sterling Silver Tea

ner Set

Snnnn

- $1.00 tO $1.50
. . or York$3.75
In

You cannot equal these

Immense Asst. of Decorated China

Here You Can Find

AT PRICES TO SUIT EVER BODY

Suitable Qlft for every one FATHER, MOTHER, WIFE, or
DAUGHTER, HUSBAND or SON and for BABY too in beautiful Filigree worknot excalled anywhere in beauty and design.
Beautiful ring Settings. Also Brooches
Opals-- io
Turquoise Matrix-BrillA

Sterling Silver Deposit Glassware the very latest of
beautiful wareSomething that will please any

woman

Chicago New
SEE THEM IN THE WINDOW

D
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SEE THE SHERBET OLASSES

-:

:-

-:
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-:

ant

and Pendants

::

::

:

::

::

::

IF IT IS JEWELRY WE HAVE IT

IN THE WINDOW.

Our immense stock will be sold at reduced prices.

The Capital Tailors
MAKE TO FIT

GREAT&JGCESS

A

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

I am arranging to change my business location from Cedar
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 1,
I would like to correspond with
1912, being my first consignment.
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
W. DeCLOW,
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la

STATE LEGISLATURE

of the Small
Were
Guests
Financiers
.
of Montezuma

Twenty-on-

Santa Fe's Only Place where Suits are
Cut, Fit and Made in the City.

W. L. DeCLOW,

FIST

MEMBERS OF THE

NEWSBOYS DINNER

WERE

e

ROYALLY

ENTERTAINED

I have
recently secured a special ra te by express by which I can ship
jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rap-Idla, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.

s,

Fine

We make

Imported

the

Clothes

ness an

such as you

Art. Every

can only

Garment

see in the

is made by

Big Cities.

Experts

Busi-

We have

in Their

Them.

Line.

SPECIAL

ANOTHER

For a short time we will be willing to
divide up with you. We will put up a
fine assortment of cloths that we will
make up,

FOR GENTS

FOR LADIES

S25.00

$20.00

UP

UP

You cannot equal

this in

Ready-mad-

e

Remember WE GUARANTEE THE FIT.

SYUFY & YOUNG,
:: ,

25J San Francisco Street,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

They Did Justice to Everything
Except Celery, Olives
and Coffee.

It,- -;

m

" w.

V".

,

Eyes shining with anticipation and
cheeks from soap and water that had
been vigorously applied in honor of
Mrs. Thomas Doran's hospitality, 21
newsboys sat down in the main dining
room at the Montezuma
yesterday
noon. They came In their Sunday's
shoes
best hair combed carefully,
polished scrupulously and with appe
tites for which John D. Rockefeller
would gladly exchange a million or
two. Their ages ranged from 8 to 12

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
Gsneral Express Forwarders
TO

All

CA
JUT
W

years.
Mrs. Doran as Hostess.
Mrs. Doran
directed the service
herself and saw that each of the
youngsters got all the mince pie and
other "goodies" that he could possibly dispose of. She also played the
part of gastronomic coach because
the boys were a little confused by the
complexity of the several courses
served and were apt to eat too much
at the first and "finish . poorly" as
Spalding puts it.
Took the Count.
By the time the fish came on the;
were fairly in their form thn tiirltev
found them laboring hard aud they
took the count when the plum pudding and mince pie landed in the region of the solar plexus.
Not Much on Appetizers.
The only items on the bill of fare
that went begging were the olives,
celery and coffee. Most of them explained that they could not afford to
occupy valuable space with "trash
like that" when there were so many
real things to eat in prospect. The
olives especially were the object of
contempt and when the back of the
generous hostess was turned for a
moment "Red," as the other boys
quoted him "bounced a green plum
off the nut of Jack
Johnson, the lit-

Parts of The World

tlAflAV "" iBCMvenlsswe by Purchasing Wells
JUUIIWJ pargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
suU Pereifm Money Orders

rajralle
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SOFT DRINKS
mra.nrraiFuz,
Orr'nt Atet

a g?

C1TTA

ccci ecu, x x k

Spring Uioerd Water.

-

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

t

'.S
HERBERTB.

HOLT.

State Senator From the County of Dona Ana.

the employ of the Santa Fe railroad,
Age 43 years.
S firfif net Btnmn-nnho- r
ti Swnnd Vino.
I
TAUfA. I U
Native of Connecticut.
X D.(util.nt
Went to school in Massachu- - X j secretary to u. ti. urown, general
setts.
X livestock agent, and then as chief
Stenographer for three years X clerk in the livestock department.
T na
TlYimAjlI'ltillv imnn ha a.ptiral
X
at Louisville, Kentucky.
11
at Topeka, X:. Cruces, Mr. Holt became stenQgraph-Stenographer
Kansas.
x er to Judge John R. McFie aild held
- Chief clerk of livestock de-- X the position of court
stenographer for,
partment of Santa Fe Railway. X twelve years. He had begun reading
Came to Las Cruces, New X law in Topeka and completed
his
X course at Las Cruces in the office of
Mexico, 21 years ago.
Stenographer to Judge John X Judge S. B. Newcomb, being admitted
R. McFie.
X to the bar in 1897, the year he was
Court stenographer for 12 X chosen chief clerk of the legislative
tle negro 'newsie.' "
X council.
years.
Twenty-on- e
Newsies Present.
In 1905, Mr. Holt was appointed disChief clerk of Legislative X
IS
Strict silence was observed during
trict
Council in 18971
X
attorney for the counties of Dona
the first few courses but when the
Admitted to bar In 1897.
X Ana, Otero and Lincoln. Eelected to
little stomachs began to cry
"quits"
Regent Agricultural College. X the legislative House of 1907, he was
their tongues were loosened and
they
District Attorney of Eighth X a floorleader and one of the storm
commented freely on the fare and on
'
Judicial District.
X centers of the memorable session. For
the generosity of the hostess.
s
Member of Legislative House X Ave years he was a member, and secnever before had some of them
In 1907.
X retary and treasurer of the Board of
sat down to a feast like the one Mrs. X
Married.
X Regents of the New Mexico College
Doran spread for them and she found
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. He
XXXXXSXXXXXXXXX
her thanks in their content.
was for several years also president
The register shows the following
Herbert B. Holt, State Senator of the Mesilla Valley Water Users'
young journalists present, two having
from Dona Ana county, has been in Association, which he had heloed to
failed to register:
active public life ever since he took organize.
Encarnacion Romero,
Mr. Holt is always to the fore when
Frank Valencia.
up his residence in New Mexico 21 it comes to work for the
upbuilding of
Manuel Baca.
years ago. He was only 22 then, but the Mesilla Valley, particularly Las
Evaristo Duran.
had already spent three years as Cruces. He is a capable political
Bennie Salazar.
stenographer at Louisville, Kentucky, leader and will again prove his worth
Ramon Baca.
and three years at Topeka, Kansas, in as a competent legislator.
Luis
A

A

.

as

,

s

DAINTY
SHOES FOR

V
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE.

(Publisher.).
Department of Territorial Engineer,
Santa Fe, N. M.. Not. 14, 1911. Department of the Interior,
"Number of Application
TJ. S. Land Of"
at Santa Fe, N. M.
" Notice is hereby given that on the
November 15, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Luciano
1st day of November, 1911, in accord,
anoe with Section 26, Irrigation Law Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., wno.'on Octoof 1907, Walter O. Turley of Velarde ber 18, 19061 made homestead 10134,
section 35, townicounty of Rio Arriba, territory of New No 07888, tor SjS
Mexico, made an application to the ship 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian,
territorial engineer of New Mexico for has filed notice of intention to make
a permit to appropriate from the pub- Dual five-yeproof, to establish claim
lic waters of the territory of New to the land above described, before
;
Mexico. .
Register or Receiver TJ. 8. Land Of;
t
Such anpronrlatlon Is to be made fice, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 26th
Sec. day of December, 1911.
from Rio Grande at a point
Claimant names as witness:
cor. S. 34 T. 23 N. R. 9 E. by means of
diversion and 1.7 cu. ft. per sec. is to
Eulogio Sandoval, George Lathrop,
be conveyed to See. 34 T. 23 N. R. 9 Filiberto Martines, Francisco SandoE. ft S. 3 T. 22 N. R. 9 E. by means of val, all of Lamy, N. M. .
MANUEL OTERO,
pumping Into ditch from RIo Grande
;: Register.
and there used for irrigation of 166
. Acres.
. The Territorial engineer will take
Let Him Know tfrrr yon ore eat ot
this application up for consideration a position, yon must let the employer
on the 12th of February, mi, and all know it. a want advertisement m the
persons who may oppose the granting New Mexican will reach every easiof the above application mast file ness and professional man In the city
their objections substantiated with at-- and county and a great many in the
with the Territorial ; Engl- - territory. If roe have say special tal
. fldavit
v near and copy with applicant on or ent, do aot aide ft under a bushel.
oefore that date.
TTT a New Kaxican Want Ad. ft
Territorial Eaatr. brines resuCs,
-
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POLITICS

Luis Valencia.
Jose Romero.

Tonie Baca.
Geronimo Baca.
Arturo Baca.
Paz Olivas.
Emillo Valencia.
Juan Grlego.
DID

WISHE

HOPED)

It

is a real Dleamirw
something: you have bm.iit i.
good as you hoped It would be and

vimm rroper

oi West

Pa, writes a letter to tell others
uer experience: sne says:

"I was all run down vand
very
weak, and had been so for three
years. I am sure that Vinol has
help,
ed me very much, for four
bottleg of
It have brought back my
which is Just what I was toldstrength,
It would
do."
When we recommend VlnoI for
all
weak and
people, and those
who have stubborn coughs, lack
of
run-dow- n

appetite, sleeplessness and nervous
conditions, we do so because we are
absolutely convinced that It is just
what they need. Then If vinol does
not satisfy them perfectly we give
back the money. Ton ought to try
Vinol if you wish to im atim.
J
.mw
well for you take no risk at slL iih
The
uapiiai roarmocy, vanxa, re, n.

INDJOUS

The Official Canvass.
Today is scheduled for the commencement of the official canvass of
returns. Governor Mills,
election
Secretary Jaffa and Judge Pope will
begin their arduous task and the
probabilities are that the week will
pass before the people know, "who
is who, and why."
It is said that, both Republicans and
Democrats have selected attorneys to
be present during the count, and this
measure would doubtless hasten the
conclusion. It should remove all necessity for misunderstanding and litigation and either would be most unfortunate for the prestige of the new
state. The man who honestly received the most votes is entitled to
the office, whether his majority is
one or one thousand, and wrangling
should be avoided If we are to appear
In the right light before the nation.
. Some Democrats are
undoubtedly
elected, as are also some Republicans,
and the sooner they begin to chart
the course of the ship of state the
better It will be for all concerned.
New Mexico is greater than party
or Individual and we need to get together at the. earliest possible moment and study the greatest good to
the greatest number.
The official who is blind to this
necessity, will he, "politically speaking, a "dead cock 1 the pit." Raton
Bsage.

T

HE correct groom
ing of the foot is

as nice an art as the
grooming of the body,
and you know that no
part of a man's or woman's rig is more at-

tractive than a pretty

foot well shod.
When you want shoes
to properly match the
new gown or suit you
will wear when going
out or receiving company, let us provide you

AN8WER3 THE CALL.
Santa

Fe People Have Found That
This Is True.

A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
A little cause may hurt the kidneys.
Spells of backache often follow.
Or some Irregularity of the urine.
A splendid remedy for such attacks,
A medicine that has cured thousands.
Is Doan's Kidney pills, a true
;

with strictly
footwear, and you may
rest assured you will
get the very latest style,
the most perfect fit and
the best quality for the
least money.
up-to-d- ate

s.

Many Santa Fe people rely on
ney remedy.
Hen Is Santa Fe proof.
.
Albino Ortega, College St, Santa
Fe, N. M.. says: "For several years
I had trouble from my back and kidneys. It was hard for me to work.
owing to paint In my loins and any
sudden movement aeeravated mv
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a.
too frequent desire to void the kidney secretions and the passages were'
scanty and painful. Public state- mentS given by local neonle who had
used Doan's Kidney Pills with benefit
Induced me to try them. I found relief at once and after I had used the
contents of one box, my back was free
from pain. My kidneys are now nor--:
mal and I feel better In every day."
For sole by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foater-Mitbu- rn
Ob, Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Remember the name Doan's and

it

Men's Fine Shoes, . . . $3.50 io $6.00
Aleo's Pumps & Oxfords, . 2.50 to 5.00

--

.

trke so otnesv

Women's Fine

tting

s Wast M l MNew

ea earth

trj

Shoes,...

2.00

to 5.00

Women's Pumps &Dxfords, 2.00 to 4.00
Where

Cutty
Meets

Price

If rev wont

8

THANKSGIVING

Martinez.

Alejandro. Romero.
George Lowery".
Pablo Casados.
Ralph Roibal.

cifl.frSifn
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Juan Silva sentenced from SandoQUITTERS.
jorlty against the entire Republican
Gifford Pinchot continues to mani- val county, larceny.
ticket. If this change was purely a
revolt against the nomination of Holm fest those sprightly practices which . Steve Bardisona, sentenced from
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
O. Bursum by the Republicans
for make it impossible for him to work Santa Fe county, assault with intent
FRANK P. STURGES,
AUL A. F. WALTER
governor, why did this vote also pre- in harness and which have reduced to kill.
Vice President.
Editor and President.
vail against candidates like Frank W. him from the station of a useful serFrancisco Carasco, sentenced from
CHAS. M. STAUFFER.
OHN K. STAUFFER,
Clancy for attorney general? Why Is vant of the government to a stormy Eddy county, unlawfully discharging
General Manager.
Secretary-Treasureit that this revolt did not extend petrel without a cliff that he may pistol.
across the county line Into Santa Fe call his home.
Faustino Pino, alias Henry Garner,
Eutersd at Second Class Matter at the Santa Pe PostofCce.
and Rio Arriba counties? Either the
His advocacy of La Follette would sentenced from Socorro county, larTHE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
mntva h mall
IJ. BO ' Republicans have been buying the seem to Ij yet another instance of ceny of horse.
RATE8 OF SUBSCRIPTION,
nii '
from
all
these
Sandoval
election
in
IN NEW MEXICO.
sentenced
Fernando
county
Relies,
thrown
talent
away.
telly, pei week, by carrier...., .25 Weekly, sis months
1.00
before this and failed to buy It
years
LaFollette's
larceny.
county,
Mr.
Eddy
aspir
.75
presidential
carrier...
by
scouth,
Dally, per
2.00 this time, or the Democrats and Pro- ations have been
sentenced from
Manuel Vargas
taking definite form
(5 Weekly, .rer year
Dally, per month, by mall
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
One
time.
this
it
murder.
Taos
bought
not
county,
a
gressives
for
is
time.
.60
He
publishing
long
7.00 WeekVy, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mall
horn of the dilema is as pointed as the his reminiscences and opinions
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Emilio Garcia, sentenced from San
in
other.
horse.
of
county,
the
Miguel
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
larceny
magazine form one year before
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
There Is something rotten in Den- national election by a mere coinci
Francisco Munz, sentenced from
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
" The New Mexican 1b the oldest new spaper In New Mexico.
It Is sent to mark. The canvassing board should dence.
Otero county, larceny.
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
sentenced from
Angel Granado,
Yet La Follette will be useful only
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation be very careful with those Sandoval
"
so
even
should
returns.
Southwest.
Grant
It
of
go
the
county
liberal terms as are given by any
county,
burglary.
the
main
of
to
and
people
as a warning
the
body
anion the Intelligent
progressiv
far as to count the ballots in the bal- Republican
sentenced from,
William Stewart,
which had become
party,
public or private. Liberal advances made on conagency,
lot boxes, although men who would
because of an almost unchal McKinley county, robbery.
arrogant
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
Samuel
sentenced from;
Burke,
falsify election returns would also lenged possession of the seat of gov
switch ballots in ballot boxes if given ernment.
Union county, murder.
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
Linsuch abundant opportunity as seemed
from
sentenced
Jose
Garcia,
cer
The man who dissents Is, very
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistes-- i
to have prevailed in this instance.
EDUCATIONAL of the teachers. Time is of the
IN
valuable man, so long as he coln county, assault with attempt to
a
INSURGENCY
tainly,
ent with sound banking.
sence of life, and the unsuccessful! When the legislature meets, it might adheres to his honest conviction. But kill.
. KINGDOM.
Fred L. Brabant, sentenced from
men and women of the world are summon all of the "workers" to give in
OFFICERS.
a
the
as
in
proas
everything else,
politics,
Teaching is today classed
an account of how much money was
Bernalillo county, forgery of endorsethose who realize that fact too late.
man who balks and quits and underfession. It is unwise for a mere layJ. B. READ, Cashier.
R. J. PALEN, President.
The second lesson is that a school spent by both sides and how it was takes to "start something" usually ment to check.
man to make utterance on the subin
from
be
there
Sando
Luis
Let
sentenced
F. MckANE, Assistant Cashier.
Sanchez,
spent.
a
New
to
light
L. A. HUGHES,
curriculum that is adapted
succeeds only in making himself rl- ject for he Is supposed to know
val county henceforth!
Union county, murder.
II
or
a
Penn
comvillage,
fishing
in
not
England
least
diculous.
at
rothing about it,
Juan Lucero, sentenced from Union
manufacturing city, is not the
Both La Follette and Pinchot are
parison with those who have made it sylvania
NO PEACE."
BUT
"PEACE
councounty,
rape.
Mexico
New
a
for
curriculum
men who might have served worthily,
a life study and vocation. Yet, the
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
of professional
Outside
Andalecio Sena, sentenced
from
military
school. Every community should
woman
has
try
to
man
or
conform
been
a
had
that
it
willing
fact,
they
very
the
in
world
men
San
few
are
there
murder.
very
county,
Miguel
trained
of
to the rules which have been estab-centered his or her attention exclu- have a sufficient number
schoolmen who would be able to adapt whose minds are not alive to the de- lished for the sake of system and or--1
sively on the subject may rob him or
Yet
'
JOURNALIST AND
the practical part of the school cur- sirability of international peace.
her of t.readth of vision.
der.
sur- many who desire it are doing nothing
DIPLOMAT IS DEAD,
been
never
In Colorado this week, the state riculum to local needs and local
have
limitations
Their
de
educational association is in session. roundings. It is true, there are cer- to bring it about because they
made so clear as when they refused
.
same in Ger- spair of accomplishing results. It is
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
the
tain
of
fundamentals,
association
educational
the
iUC
nuu
just at
uvci
iu
wtui
1.
N.
Charles
Dec.
Y.,
yiaj,
to
Troy,
not unusual for people
destroy the
New Mexico was in session at Santa many, England, Canada, New York,
ly places and set their grievances to PranciSi
proprietor of the Troy
last month. But in the Colorado and New Mexico, but then there are chances of the cause they espouse
music.
and lata amh.lKsnrinr to Aug.
Times,
ununwise
it
not
action.
Was
in
the
way
through
other
matters, especially
associat'on insurgency is more ram
tria, Hungary, died early today,
agri wis of Colonel Roosevelt tne otner
pant than it is in New Mexico, at of local geography, local history,
I mag-N.
The deceased was born In
The mayor of Indianapolis
least in educational lines. One sees culture, manual training, domestic day to criticise the treaties of peace Ines he has discovered a brand new Y., on June 17, 1853, and Troy,
graduated.
with
our
treatment
different
government
need
science
that
by
mornnegotiated
in
Denver
the
glaring headlines
Kalama- those of France and England?
Are idea. He firmly believes that thingj from Cornell University In 1877. He
ing and evening papers declaring at Santa Fe than they do at
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
duty learned the printer's trade In the com- r
to cost too much and that It Is his
not
well
calculated
treaties
these
zoo.
'
stridently: "High schools an absolute
servcome
room
down.
of
to
see
to
the
it
Times,
that
Troy
posing
prices
for
make
than
war,
peace rather
failure!" "Teachers do not know how
The third lesson is the need of makthe spectacular ed it as ''"devil," reporter, city editor
He went
to teach!" "School Plan in U. S. Ridic- ing the school house a civic center, whereas in former diplomacy nearly stunt the through of selling
-an equal
pota-- : and manager and became
other,
day
to
movement
for
seemed
make
in
every
center
Institutions
civic
every
a
and
of
"Educational
ulous!"
having
toes at public auction in order to' com--i partner with his father in 1887 and up-pwar
rather
than
not
similar
peace?
Haven't Made Good!" and
community and county. There
dealers to reduce the price on on the death of his father 1897, sole
Of course the poor white dove that
in New
newspapery pronunciamentos ascribed one county of the twenty-siMOULTON-ESP- E
that
commodity. He admits, that he proprietor.- He was United States
COMPANY
so
recently had to
to the speakers at this great educa- Mexico, for instance, that should be hovered over the world
sell the potatoes below cost, minister to Greece, Roumania and
without a high school open to every and seemed, about to alight and make but the
tional gathering at Denver.
unthinking multitude applaud- - Servia from 1900 and 1902 and later
"The public school in America has child in the county, the people paying our earth her permanent abiding ed'
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS,
fl
ln the bf"ef that ambassador to Austria-Hungarand,
ls, now
woman
sent
has
or
for
man
No
been
and
if
not made good.
the transportation,
place
frightened
necessary,
uc-- i
.
,,, ,i
luiniucD
ucmci
iu
r
gcii
.uugui
cycjj
Horace!
no
who knows the high hopes of
the children. There should be
fluttering far away by the roar of low cost. The
day before Thanksgiv- BROUGHT HOME WELL
Mann or the other founders of this case of a school house, like the spten- - cannon and the shrieks of the woundthe mayor auctioned off five thouFILLED GAME BAGS.
greatest of all American institutions did high school building in this city, ed and dying from many, many bat- ing
sand pounds of turkey and as before,
will say for a minute that the condi- - worth with its grounds fully $50,000, tlefields.
a
came
ena.
as
oui at me snort
4mr0 r Sal.
tion of the American people today is' closing its doofs fully eight hours out
Well, what of that? That Is no means of
courting popularity and no- - mon cleofeg Romero Henry p. Bard.
what those men believed would result of every nine, when boy scouts must reason to give up our campaign for
and possibly playing the phil- ghar and John R McFle returned
;
from the establishment of this system meet in ramshackle rooms, political international peace, but rather a spur toriety,
j
this method Is good, al terday from the Gallina mountains
- t',; f
of schools."
to
us
to
more
cause
in
held
venti
be
move,
quickly though it will not appeal to the bust
illy
primaries must
Dringing wiid tales of aaventure,
At the closing meeting of the Colo- lated and evil smelling private halls, and do more energetic work in the
3;
who must pay rents and tax- - drfui aDUndanCe of game and last and
rado State Teachers' Association, Pro- when there is need for night schools, great cause of humanity.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
es and cash for the products they
in
the
lmp0rtant "the goods"
All close students of the question tail. There
cessor Edward J. Ward of the Univer- meeting places, lecture rooms.
affl, other commodities Bnape of weJ1 fllled game bagS- - xhey
Wainscottin
'
These three lessons applied with in- see clearly that there is a close par- besides potatoes
Window Frames,
sity of Wisconsin began his address
and turkeys, such as admlt however, that they saw, or at
with this astounding assertion, that telligence, with common sense, would allel between peace between the na- labor for instance, but the mayor of
Door
Cei,in'
Frames'
Sash, Doors,
the public school system was a fail- bring other reforms and desirable in- tions and peace between individuals. Indianapolis is wise enough not to least nlt nothlng untn the last day
Work
Custom
of
when
a
the
ied
farmer
vlclnity
DryRlin Flooring
ure. And then he backed up his state- novations and would ultimately make There was a time when every neigh- declare that the
price of labor i too them to the canon In which the
h
ment by giving the catalogue of ten of the schools what they should be, borhood was in as bloody turmoil as
and should be auctioned off be-- jjeyS roosted
Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
ways in which the public school sys- the people's colleges, in which not ever existed in- international affairs, low the union labor scale.
There- 'stealthily,"
N.
said
"Creeping
which
a
are
women
been
men
tem has
and
disappointment
only children but
Those who were striving for peace
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
after all, the mayor Of the
we came un- were recently named by
trained for success in life, success In ' and quiet, law and order, between metropolis and capital of the state of mon. amonir the ninona
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
our eam abouj. a o'clock in the
Charles Eliot of Harvard.
the broadest terms, including tne ma- - neighbors had lust aa great difficul- Reveridce is a mpw cheanl evening. There were literally scores
Estimates cheerfully furnished
W2 solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
These marks of the failure of this terial, the social, the mental and the tfes to contend against as those who demagogue.
of them and we made short work of
institution which embodies the Amert spiritual sides of human nature.
are struggling now for peace and quithe feathered tribe with our trusty au-- ,
can purpose and hope gather into
etness, law and order, between the
'
SayB the Rooky. Mountain News:
tomatic shot guns."
we
are
that
the
SANDOVAL
WHAT
ABOUT
is
difference
a
There
namely,
nations.
three,
bungle
great
Phono Black 33166.
"There have ,been 112 homicides in
our
of
in
the
civilized
COUNTY?
government
making
neighborhoods and Colorado during .the twelve months NERVOU8. UNCERTAIN MARKET
j between
'
cities and our country, the fact that Sandoval county "115ougKTCr3V8 savage ones toaay in uus respeci. aui
the
TODAY IN WHEATS
day of September,
instead of using our leisure time for as the state of Connecticut, has not a this difference ls the outcome of ages ending There last,
are 365 days in the year.
isii.
wholesome recreation we are using it single newspaper.
of unremitting effort and of the most Every third day for an entire
cycle, (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
for dissipation, and the fact that we
0
earnest endeavor.
Sandoval county though it has
of days in the year there was a huChicago, 111., Dec. 1. It is a ner
are divided into a thousand and one
But in spite of the comparative man life snuffed out with murderous vous, uncertain market today in
people, has not a single high
'
little groups mutually exclusive, sep- school.
.'
to
wheat. The opening was
.
peace and quiet under law and order intent."
AND
..'
arated from each other, suspicious of
There is no public" sentiment In that characterizes civilized neighborNew Mexico with only
May started at 99
of higher.
each other, with practically no devel- Sandoval county. It is Darkest New hoods of the present day the millen- the
to
an advance of
of the Centennial to 99
population
opment of community feeling or so- Mexico.
nium is not at hand. It may dam- State, did almost as well or almost to
Th
but fell to 98
cial consciousness.
close was steady with May at 99
Any political revolution In Sandoval pen the ardor of the advocates of in- as badly.
Now Under the Same Management.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
These are extreme views. The pub- county, such as that of November 7, ternational peace to note recent outa net gain of
lic schools are not a failure. The 1911, is as artificial as a .rebellion, in breaks of international war and ot
Corn started firmer with wheat
Assessor Henry Arnold of Denver,
"
The only GOOD HOTELS In the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
average of citizenship, of manhood Honduras.
domestic war, but it would be just as well known in Santa Fe and Taos, May opened
to c
up at 64
and womanhood is higher than it ever j Any general political revulsion that unreasonable for these to abandon has succeeded in
to
to
64
and
64
receded
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
reducing the taxes
was before and culture is penetrating would lead to such a sweeping change the cause and give up the struggle as of ninety-tw- o
c
at
tax- The close was steady,
up
of
the
jcent
per
"
into remote corners that up to a few as that of November 7, would most it would be for prosecuting attorneys,
:
t
64
payers in Denver without
Urge Sample Rooms. .
r i THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
years ago were entirely innocent of it. certainly, if it were genuine, affect peace officers and courts of law to all the city's tax income. He hasreducing
done it
But to the layman, it seems, that the the adjoining counties of Rio Arriba resign their commissions and abanthrough a process of equalizing asschools or schoolmen, still have to and Santa Fe.
don their functions because riot, ar- sessment, such as should be adopted
common-sense,
learn three
ordinary
What, therefore!, was wrong on son, robbery, bloodshed and murder in' New Mexico.
business lessons.
I
November 7, in Sandoval county?
are so frequently occurrent all over
These are: "Time Is of the essence
why was it that unofficial election the world.
CLEAR BOARD FOR CANVASS.
of life." Our public schools dawdle j returns from Sandoval county have
Dec.
1911
too much and In dawdling they make been more difficult to obtain than the
;
New Mexico should restore to the
(Continued fcrom ram One.)
dawdlers of the children. There is no details of a sleighing party on the Pueblo Indians the full
of citirights
reason
for
You
the long breaks that upper Con'go?
want to Laugh
If
good
zenship, such as are in reality guar- tales.
vacations make in the school curricuShort Orders
Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
Why is it that more official election anteed them by tradition, by treaty
Follow
Berthe Crows to
Bonifacio
Sandoval,
Montoya,
lum. There is no reason for a holiday returns are missing from Sandoval
'
and by justice. The Pueblo In nalillo.
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
on every Saturday. There Is no rea- county than from any other county in rights
dians should be taxed, and at the same
San Juan, L. G. Swlnney, Aztec.
son why the five hours ln the school New Mexico?
G. LL'PE HERRERA, Prop
time be permitted to vote and exer
::
San Miguel, M. F. Desmarias, Las
::
222 San Francisco Street
room should not be made five hours
Why is it that three to four weeks cise all the rights and privileges of
"'
Vegas.
of systematic, concentrated effort. Tha were given In Sandoval county be
citizenship, which they possessed un
Santa Fe, John V. Conway, Santa F
long summer vacation is a relic of tween the election and the bringing
very recent times. Such a course,
Socorro, Benjamin Sanchez, Socorthe days when the school children of ballot boxes to Santa Fe, time til
were turned Out in summer to help enough to switch ballots, to doctor I would immediately give New Mexico ro.
two
in Congress. The
Taos, Jose Montaner, Taos.
x x ss as x x x x v x
their parents in .tije field. Two days election returns, to play any kind of new representatives
Btate lacks only 900 of the requi- Torrance, Charles Burt, Mountain-air- .
U
vacation each wlek, are a handicap mischief, if any one had been disposed Site
By JAMES FORBES
population under the new appor
every Monday, and every teacher to do this?
Author of "THE CHORUS LADY"
tionment, and as the Pueblo Indians
H. N. Errett, Folsom.
knows it. The ideal plan is to have
no
makes
difference
It
that there number some 14,000, Congress could Union,
Valencia, Saturniho Baca, Belen.
m
indoor school every week day for five are Republicans just the same as
THE BRIGHT
BREEZY, SCINTILLAdeny this constitutional
Applications for Parole.
NEW
llneof
and
hours in. the forenoon. The afternoon there are Democrats who might or not then
our
look
a
Take
right to the new state. At the same
The following prisoners in the terTING, SPARKLING, HILARIOUS,
should be devoted to the playground, would have done this.
time there ls no reason in law or in ritorial penitentiary have made applito the fields, the forests, the school
K
The election may have been fa)
HUMOROUS, COMEDY SUCCESS ; '
justice, why the Pueblo Indian should cation for parole, action to .be taken
garden, the gymnasium, the diamond, and square ln Sandoval county on not
II
be a citizen just as much as the on same at the board meeting on Frithe gridiron, but all under the super-- November 7. The returns may not
in coal camps who are day and Saturday, December 8 and 9. A;
Play With 1 ,000 Laughs
vision of some trained teacher. True, have been tampered with. But to say foreign hordes
naturalized
after
five years' residence 1911:
THE NIFTY NEW STYLE
.
it would mean the employment of tbe least, the facts are extraordinary
Company of Clever Comedians
Marcos Corona, sentenced from Chamore teachers, It would mean higher They are more, they are suspicious.
v
New Mexico had its tar party last ves county for larceny,
BLACKS
including
salaries for teachers and more steady
BROWNS, GRAYS
Here is a county that In 1906 and
setC. Greenwood, sentenced from
F.
in
and
the
week
Christian
that
are
not
but
these things 1908, gave the Republican candidates
employment,
tt
to be desired, especially when It C00 per cent more votes than the tlement of Amistad, Union county, Eddy county, forgery. ;
You cannot afford to be without one
DGN MacMILLAN and
Candelarlo
a
from
was
victim
of
sentenced
The
minister
the
gostt
Via,
comes to making successful men and Democratic candidates; that in 1910
women? With open air life every af-- did not even put up a Democratic can- - pel and the cause of his disgrace was Luna county, assault with d sadly
GREY
DOROTHY
tt
v
ty
ternoon, after a .forenoon's Indoor didate; that in January 1911, cast on- a Sunday school teacher. New, Mexi- weapon.
CO.
Tomaa
from
GOODS
nor
of
sentenced
co
neither
tarred
the
Martinez,
DRY
is
mere
SELMMAN
ADOLPH
proud
would
be
no
need ly 67 votes out of a total of 1206
stuay,
felt
tor long vacations, which too often votes against a constitution drafted the tarrers and hates to be put in the Chaves county, larceny.
Prices
tt
$1.50 - $1.00 - 75c
e
Manuel Chacon,
sentenced - from
mean unsupervised devilment on part by the Republicans, and which, yet, same class with Kansas. District
FISCHER DRUG STORE.
Seat
Sale
at
a.tGrant
KXXXXXXXXX
county, larceny.
class aa Kansas. District
of pupils and "getting rusty" on part ten months later, cast 250 to 300 ma- -
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ELK'S THEATRE

Coronado Restaurant
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THE TRAVELING
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Only

Twenty-Tw-
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CO. BIG OPENING OF
BROS.
SELIGMAN
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More Christmas Shopping" Days Left
.

COME AND BRING THE CHILDREN AND LOOK THE DISPLAY OVER.
"Your Selections Early.

;i

"

,
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V

'
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL S50,000 00

President

H.

W. E. GRIFFIN

J

STEPHENS. Cashier,

.

Asst. Cashier

1903.

Incorporated

Established

25
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PERSONAL MENTION

Ladies Coats

Style and patterns that have
never been shown before.

WE CAN FIT YOU IF YOU GIVE US A CHANCE

Discount

f'?l
-

THOSE
n.
II

NoveltyFancyFeathers
and Dress Shapes.

Mala-quia-

Your Patronage Solicited
LAUGHLM,

f

Attorney Charles R. Easley 'was In
Estancia on Wednesday.
Sheriff J. F. Ward of Tucumcari,
spent Thanksgiving day In town.
s
Territorial Coal Oil Inspector
Martinez is an arrival from
Taos.
Attorney W. A. Hawkins, of the El
Paso & Southwestern, is up from

Business

Does a General Banking

1. E.

MISS

MUGLER.

A.

Ladies Waists

New assortment in silk and
- wool

Girls and Misses
Aviation caps in endless colors
njt 8jjc
up-to-dat-

e

;n a variety of
colors and patterns

tjeaf

A MOST COMPLETE LINE

OF SILK LISLE HOSIERY

"

9

Y
MM
UUIIII fill
I

S. KALUIE

0 YOU

I

INT

Let us tell you about a

six-roo- m

house, good location, fruit trees,
shade trees, lawn, good out buildings

Handles the Proposition

$1,000

'

Phone, Red 189.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Turkeys, Geese
and Ducks
.

$1,000

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

That is the word
,):
with us. The wear-- t
tng apparel we sell

Cranberries,

California Red Emperor

c

.

And Other Vegetables

--

San Franciso

Heinz Mince Meat,
; Sweet Cider,

Street

New Nuts
'

MULLIG AN A RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

1
$
!

I:
i!
i!

kk-k- l.

c
o.

so

y
. Day or Nirjit Phone,
Next Door to Postoff ice.

130 Red.

ofAll Kinds

FRESH SHIPMENT OF

CANDY
H.

s. HUE

err
m

--

1911

mi.

im

the world's best markets, we can show an assortment that
Nothing will produce a genuine spirit of Holof your regards. It w ill serve as a "penance"
a
as
so
token
much
Season
iday
in a sense, and make you feel that you are still akin to man. We earnestly
urge yau to buy early, as you will find it much more satisfactory. Many
of our choicest novelties are already sold and cannot be duplicated this

E

i
J

season.

OUR CHRISTMAS TOYS BRING CHRISTMAS JOYS I Not only for
the young, but the old folks feel just as young if they are kindly remembered by their friends. Below we mention a few of the many hundreds of
selected presents that will be appropriate : - '
CAD f.EMTIEMEN

rUlV

UEnllXlHCn

Neckties, Mufflers, Sweaters, Suspenders, Hosiery, Handkerchiefs,
Etc.
Toilet Sets, Traveling Seis, Military Brush

Fancy Handkerchiefs, Fancy Hosiery, Table Linen, Napkin Sets,
Kid
Fancy Towels, Center Pieces, Handbags, Music Rolls, Fine
Beau
Fine
China,
Wafst
Shirst
Patterns,
Toilet
Gloves, Fancy Combs,
Articles, Embroidery Sets,
Aniaes.
tiful Pictures, Mexican Drawn Work Patterns, fancy box paper, useiui nana-maa- e
A!CC Our line of Suitable and Useful Presents for the Little
POD THE I1TT1E
LI I ILL
rUlV
Folks is too varied and numerous to even mention
will
You
find here practically anything for your little folks that is to be found
some of them.
Xmas store in the large city.
in any

COD THE I
1

rUri

11C

A

niCC

LiUlLJ

lilt

VlLJ

i

V'm

j'

4

try

;J'Jdi

a

CO

From His Wife and His
ager, Tom Jones.

t

i

i
,1

trouble brings your head
and your stomach close together; ana
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) that makes your head ache. Cel-s- o
Los Angeles, Calift Dec. 1. Ad. keeps your stomach down and your
Wolgast, lightweight champion, who head up; Cel-s- o
settles stomach trouunderwent an operation for acute bles. Cel-s- o is effervescent a first
appendicitis on Wednesday, had pass-e- d aid tor distress. At the Capital Pharthe danger point this afternoon, macy, 10c and 25c.
The Capital Pharmacy will refund
according to a statement made - by
officials of the hospital where he is a your purchase price if it falls to do all
patient. He was. reported bright and we claim. Is this fair?
cheerful and as having been permitted to receive calls from his wife and
from Tom Jones his manager.'
Stomach

FIVE FATALLY HURT IN
HURLEY MiNE ACCIDENT.
Reports of a fatal accident at Hurley, a mining camp in Grant county,
reached here today. A gang of men
was engaged n placing a heavy piece
of machinery, in "the Chino Copper,
concentrator
company
when the
heavy mass of iron fell, crushing the
lives out of four men who were

Carriage & Automobile

caught under it end seriously injuring two others. The cause of the accident and the names of the victims

SNAP PRICES.

:-

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black

No. 52

-:

:-

&

4

I

.

"r,

-:

:-

J

-:

Insurance Agency.

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor-ouexperience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.

305 San Francisco Street.

I

..MILLINERY..
125 Palace
Avenue,

AIRS. W. LINDHAROT,

gh

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

SXXSXXS3C3SS3(XSXS

CURRENT, WE WANT TO SELL

vuifT

:-

SIGN PAINTING
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

(

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

& JJGHT CQKIPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
.

-:

WE KNOW
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

'

We are offering Six 25 foot Lots
East of South Galisteo Street at

PAINTING

r

'i

SALE

Man-

bill and SAVES THE EYES. Our display rooms
open for your
can
be
seen
that
anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get. V

vw,..,.w

i,

i

FOR IMMEDIATE

saves on
you
finest line of Reading and Student Lamps

SANTA FE VATEJ

i

W

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
are using it. It
having It right where
are
your light

You pay for, by

,

REAL BARGAINS IN SILVERWARE
Francisco, Portland and Seattle, returning to Los Angeles and San Diego
in sterling Spoons and Knives and Forks that we propose to close out, as we do not intend to
at which latter place they- will spend
several months.
carry this line any more. If you are looking for bargains in this particular line of suitable
District Attorney George S. Klock
presents for the wife, do not overlook this special sale.
of Albuquerque, and a party of
including N. J. Stehle, L.
our many friends and customers for the
We take the liberty here to
Helricb, Jack Garaett and wife, and
most liberal patronage they have given us during the year drawing to
Shelby Towns were guests yesterday
at the Palace.
and merit your confidence and
a close. We shall continue to
Mrs. Pauline Stern of New York,
patronage by honest dealing and fair prices.
who was a visitor in Santa Fe several
weeks ago having come across the
continent in an automobile, passed
Lamy yesterday on a Santa Fe train
bound for home.
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
today states that Mrs. Gertrude GibTHE PRICE MAKERS.
THE MASTER TAILORS
son Patterson, acquitted on Wednesat
Denver
of
day
the charge of murder, passed through Lamy and Albu
querque yesterday. 4 However, this is
denied by a dispatch to Denver.
j
County Superintendent John V. Con- - cannot be ascertained,
Home
way, returned last evening irom a
Pasquel Verona, a young miner,
school inspection trip through the was engaged in thawing out a large
southern school districts. He reports quantity of frozen dynamite when
7E HAVE some fine Sets of China for the table,
having found the schools in a flourish- - one of the sticks exploded. Verona
as many pieces as you wish. Also Kitchen
ing condition. Mr. Conway will leave was hurled manv feet and sustained
Cabinets that make cooking a delight. Wilnext Monday for the northern school frightful injuries. His left arm was
ton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
ujsincis.
torn off at tne wri8t) hi8 right
Ralph Enos, W. O. Conner, W. H. eye blown out, and several dozen of
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footBeacham and Frank Butts went to
the caps used in setting off the
steps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
Lamys old ranch quail shooting the blasts, were imfredded in his body.
beginning of this week but the cold Medical assistance was at hand and
your eyes and " dress up " the parlor. A complete
P
CemT,0U
b"s,ness: They reach- - the camp surgeon did everything pos- line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.
8cho01 on their ible for the unfortunate man. but
the team, played oat and mn
.
return,
t,in
...
.pth.msalirna
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
FURNITURE AND
uau iiwu ana. were tak ery.
uu.DC.i:a hnl
en in and thawed out. After
putting
on dry clothes bathing thiol fAaf tn
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
hot . water
and eating
warm soup Su. AV,AT0R FOWLER LEAVES
.
,
FOR
EAST.
CORSICANA,
TEX,
Clinton
J.
penntendent
Crandall took
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
tnem to town in his automobile.
Corsicana, Texas, Dec. 1. Aviator
en route to New York from
Fowler,
ADOLPH WOLGAST HAS
Los
left here shortly before
PASSED DANGER POINT. noon Angeles,
today, flying due south with
Mexia as his first scheduled stop.
Was Permitted to Receive Calls

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

inspection, and we have the
the idea that these lamps arc expensive.

r

--

withal! its traditions, means above everything else the
" The Season of Uood Cheer." Our stock has never coniainea so
from
many " thrillers " as it does this year. Personally selectedcannot

.

NEW DESIGNS IN
Neck Chains and Pendants

H. C. YONTZ,

XMAS

be outdone west of Chicago.

",n

r

Naval Oranges,!

Florida
Grape Fruit,
JULIUS H. GERDES. California
Head Lettuce,
Native Celery,
HOLIDAY SPECIALTIES

"

mi i

Forget Politics and Think of Your
I
"W

Imported
Altneria Grapes.

is as near the ideal as the best artists and
most expert workmen can make them, for
men and women. '

- SILVER NOVELTIES in endless array .
'
Gold and Silver Jewelry Boxes

s -

vp-r.i

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.,

and Tokay Grapes

IDEAL

:r rc

thank

O.C.WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE, SURETY BONDS, REAL
"' '
'
-

5

CO.

'.A, :''.

TEe Chxistm&s Stove

Eastr.'

H.

..

fif

--

Phone 36

P. O.

IIS:

ivr

The 'Jov of Givm1
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I
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Attorney E. C. Wade, Jr., of Las
Graces, Is In Santa Fe on supreme James E. C'ark has Just returned from
a motor car trip to the southern part
court business.
Postmaster E. C. Burke returned of the territory.
Miss Julia Jaffa, daughter of Terrifrom a visit to Valley Ranch on the
torial Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa, will reUpper Pecos today.
W. H. Land, the Clayton banker, is turn from Albuquerque tonight where
spending the week In Santa Fe. He Is she has been visiting friends.
Sheriff and Mrs. Sylviano Roibal of
registered at the Montezuma.
Ammon Dibert and his sister Miss Chamita, returned today to their home
Diberta Dibert, witnessed the football In Rio Arriba county, after spending
Thanksgiving day in the capital. .
game at Albuquerque yesterday.
Governor-elec- t
Miss Edith Hickox, principal of the
W. C. McDonald,!
left for his home at Carrlzozo, after Madrid school, arrived here yesterday
j to
spend Thanksgiving with her par-spending several days In the capital.
Former Surveyor General Morgan :ents, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Hickox.
Dr. T. C. Rivera, who was the So-- i
O. Llewellyn was a guest of Attorney
'
A. B. Renehan on Thanksgiving day. cialist candidate for governor, passed
E. R. Paul, auidtor of the New Mex through Santa Fe yesterday on hla
Rio Arriba
ico Central railroad, has returned way home to Chamita,
from a business visit to Albuquerque. county.
,
L. A. Bond who had been at Cana-- i
Attorney Rupert J. Ives of Tucson,
Arizona, and a well known political nea, Mexico, and spent several days'
leader, spent Thanksgiving in Santa In Santa Fe on his return, has gone to
Estancia to take charge of the E.
Fe.
A. B. McDonald of Pinos Wells, Tor Romero store there.
Dr. M. M. Posnansky moved to his
rance county, a stockman and merchant, was a visitor in Santa Fe yes new quarters on the first fioor of the
Capital City Bank Building this aft
terday.
Attorney A. A. Sedillo of Albu ernoon. His office was formerly 117
querque, wno was a member of tne Palace Avenue.
Constitutional Convention, is a Santa
Inspector M. L. Dorr and Attorney
A. G. Pollock of the Indian Service
Fe visitor.
W. H. Bundy of New York, a lee- left the U. S. Indian School this morn-- i
turer, came up from Albuquerque lns oy auio ior Aiuuquerque ana win
on Monaay evening.
yesterday and will spend several days,relurn
,.
supervisor ana Mrs. w. m. feierson
,.
in Santa Fe.
;ce. r
,m
.
District Attorney and. Mrs. L. O.' x
nuo iu uiuc iu cat mcii luaiiAagiv
I rt rr A inn sv. o
3
T
(tiA TT O Tnlln
""""" 1,,uua
yesterday of Mrs, Max. Frost on
rial School In this city.
Palace avenue.
j Miss Agnes N. Farris of Illinois, has
Superintendent of Public Instruction been appointed a teacher at
the U. S.
Indian School vice Lulu M. S. Parr
TO CURE A COLO IN ONE DAY.
who has been transferred to the
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine school on the San Carlos reservation
Tablets. Druggists refund money U It in Arizona.
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signaMr. and Mrs. W. G. trilery left the
ture is on each. box. 25c. city this morning on an extended
western trip. They will visit San
-

1

7.
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She D?d Consumption
Was Dying; iow Weil
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tOonneots at Ooltax with E. P. & S. W. By. train both North and 8outb.2E
SStage for Van Houte.--i V, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.
(Stage leaves Ote Park, N, M., for Klizabethtown, N. M., at 9;00 a. m, dally exeep
oadays. Fare few one way $3.50
trip; rtfty pound baggage carried free.
O. A S. train leaves Des Mciues, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from tb
that 4;88 a. m, SB
-.

t,

G. DEDMAN,

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M

Superintendent

M. WILLIAMS,

G. P. Agent,

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

JTTSZ

From Santa Fe

iy

tee, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, vta XBW
MEXICO CENTRAL

PSfek

Zook's Pharmacy

m

Santa
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Plays -P- layers

James Forbes comedy, "The Traveling Salesman," which scored such
an emphatic success during its long
runs in New York and Chicago, will
be presented at the Elks' Theater on
Monday night, Dec. 4.
The action of the play starts In the
railroad depot at Grand Crossing just
before noon on Christmas Day. The
villagers waiting for their trains; the
impertinent baggageman; the gossipy
widow, and the pret' ticket agent,
Beth Elliott, end the irrepressible
drummer, Bob Blake, are introduced
and the weaving of the plot is begun.
The acqaintance of Bob Blake and
Beth Elliott ripens rapidly and
Beth invites the salesman to share
her meagre Christmas lunch. After
that their friendship is sealed.
Beth is the owner of a worthless
section of land which is to be sold for
unpaid takes. The girl is unaware
that the railroad is going to build a
spur there and that her land will be
needed for that purpose. Blake's em

ployer is cognizant of the improvements soon to be made on the land
and decides to secure it by unfair
means. Blake learns of this and attempts to frustrate the scheme, and
the predicaments in which he finds
himself through his misguided efforts
supply the necessary thread of dramatic comedy.
The story is Tevealed by widely contrasting types of villagers and drummers, and without doubt "The Travmore
eling Salesman" embodies
laughs than any. other play seen in
years, and to the jaded theatergoer,
tired of dry dissertations on intricate
problems of sex, the advent of James
Forbes' comedy success in this city
should be awaited with interest.
The company is headed by Don

BEAR RAID ON WALL
STREET CONTINUES.

closed .quiet 5 points lower; middling
uplands 9.25; middling gulf 9.50;

MacMillan who was selected

Sales

Stock

liifcLii.g

KC Cook's Book

IIKV.MI

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Dec. 1. The bear movement which has been in progress part
Fe of the
week, was. carried further today and the stock market was under

See below
y

ars

A lifetime of pleasant

certificate packed in the

Jaauaa

can. Send it today.
Mfg. Co., Chicago

MONEY AND METAL.
York N. ,Y., Dec. 1. Call
silmoney, 5; prime paper,
Mexican dollars, 46
ver 55
copper, 12.75 13.07
tin, 45.75
46.75; lead, 4.404.50;amalgamated,
C2
Sugar, 116
Atchison,
New
Great Northern, 126
York Central, 105
Northern Pa149
cific, 116
Reading,
Southern Pacific, 11
Union Pasteel, pfd.,
cific, 172
steel, 63

Tfew

pressure inmost coutinupfly during
strong to 5c higher. Bulk of sales
the morning. The approach of the
$5.806.30; heavy $6.306.4O; packof Congress restricted
assembling
ers and .butchers $6.106.35; lights
was
consistent
and
support
buying
pigs $45.25.
$5.756.20;
on
nto
attack
in
the
given
oppositio
Palace.
Sheep
Receipts 4,000. Market
the list.
C. W. Muller and wife, City.
strong. Muttons. $2.75 3.75; Iambs
of a comparatively
Maintenance
Mrs. Frost, City.
$4 5.75; range, wethers and yearlings
Mrs. Fullen, Roswell.
high rate for call money, which open$34.50; range ewes $24.
to
ed at 5 per cent also contributed
Mr. Molanier, Tucumcari.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 1. Cattle ReCharles A. Wheelon and wife and the market's weakness,
Market steady to 10c
6,500.
ceipts,
secson, City.
Stocks lost more ground in the
109.
Beeves,
$4.509.10; Texas
higher.
Mr. and Mrs. McNitt, City.
ond hour. Delaware & Hudson-lo- st
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
western steers,
steers, $4.704.75;
and
Mrs. J. B. Henderson, Tucson, Ariz. 1
Gas 1
Consolidated
DeChicago. 111., Dec.
stockers and feeders,
$4.007.15;
Rupert J. Ives. Tucson, Ariz.
Reading, Lehigh Valley, Great North- cember, 93
May 99
$3.005.15; cows and heifers, $1.90
E. C Wade, Jr., Las Cruces.
ern preferred and Missouri Pacific 1.
Corn December, 63 8 64; May, 5.90; calves, $5.508.25.
Mr. and Mrs. Bardshar, City.
A rally of over a point in St Paul 64
....... Hogs Receipts, 21,000. Market
J. H. Smith, Chicago.
gave the bulls some courage and they
Oats December, 47
May, slow, 5c higher.
Light, $5.506.30;
bid up the rest of the important stocks 49
George Atkinson, City.
heavy, $5.90
mixed, $5.856.45;
Bonds were
W. A. Hawkins, Three Rivers.
about half a point.
Pork January, 16.05.
6.50;
good to
rough $5.906.10;
C. E. Jones, Denver.
'.:
steady.
9.22
Lard January,
choice heavy, $6.106.50; pigs, $4.25
dull
G. S. Klock, Albuquerque.
Speculation was exceedingly
Ribs January, 8.3537
5.60; bulk of sales, $6.106.35.
N. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
between 12 and 1 o'clock and fluctuaWool.
Market
20,000.
Receipts,
Sheep
Jack Garnett and wife, Albuquerque. tions were nominal. Prices averaged
1 Wool
steady.
Native, $2.504.00; western
a large fraction below Wednesday's St. Louis, Mo.,andDec.
Shelby Towns Albuquerque.
mediwestern
steady; territory
final figures.
C. A. Steckman, New York.
$4.005.25;
$2.754.00; yearlings,
"16
18c; lambs, native, $4.006.10;
The market moved in a rather list ums, 1720c; fine mediums,
western,
G. V. Capp, Denver.
11
15c.
fine,
less fashion during the larger part of
Miss L. B. Martin, Albuquerque.
$4.006.10.
'
Livestock
the afternoon.
M. O. Llewellyn, Las Cruces.
Kansas City. Dec. 1. Cattle Re- DIED SUDDENLY ON WAY
With the abandonment of active
L. O. Fullen, Roswell.
) ceipts 4,500 including 1,000 southerns.
bear
HOME FROM SWEETHEART,
selling pressure by the prominent
the room traders were Market strong to 10c higher. Native
professionals,
Coronaiio.
Grand Junction, Colo., Nov. 29.
deprived of an initiative and trading steers $59; southern steers $46.50,
F. Nicholson, Farmington.
became stagnant. Call money rates southern cows and heifers $3 4.40; Floyd Smith, son of F. N. Smith, a
Celestino Garcia, Farmington.
held firm at 51-- per cent and esti native sows and heifers $2.757; well known Jeweler, died suddenly
Malaquias Martinez,Taos.
mates of tomorrow's cash loss by the stockers and feeders t3.755.75; bulls while on his way home from a call on
Miguel Casias, Taos.
banks ranged from $5,000,000 to $3.404.75; calves $3.757; western hia Awaothpftrr. Tha vniina man o.n.me
H. Martinez, Nambe.; ';:
steers $4
western cows
here from Greeley a year ago and al
The close was firm.
$7,000,000.
I
5.00.
Sam Romero, Nambe.
Cotton.
though in poor health had apparently
and
Chamita.
Roibal
S.
wife,
Hogs
New York, Dec. 1. Cotton spot
Receipts 11,000. Market recovered. While. on the way home
Narciso Chavez, La Palma.
Macario Chavez, La Palma.
Ascencion Chavez, La Palma.
A. H. Malverton, Estancia.
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When Going

tEAST

or

WEST!

USE THE

SHORTEST LINE TO
f

Denver, Colorado

DIED JUST AS HE WAS PRO
NOUNCED OUT OF DANGER.

District Judge Carlton Munn Bliss
died at St. Luke's hospital at Denver.
His death came Just one week after
he was operated upon ' for gangrene
of the lower intestine. The operation
was a delicate one and for several
days his condition was most serious.
He was pronounced out of danger and
his condition said to be much improv
ed. He suffered a relapse yesterday
afternoon and sank rapidly.

1--

PMoTaua.

WWW WW

he was taken with a sudden .fit of
coughing on the street and was carried into a nearby house, where he
died a few moments later..

105-7--

-

Par rates and full iafor matte address
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MARKET REPORT
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WEST
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POWDER
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ROUTE

if you use

s

Complies with the National and State Pure Pood Iaws. Send for the K C
Cook's Book. You can have a copy FREE. The K C Cook's Book, consent free upon receipt of the colored
taining 90 tested,

1--

OR

bake-day-

W(F BAKING

List Yields to Pressure and
Spelter.
St. Louis Mo., Dec. 1. Lead firm
Market Moved in a Listless
4.37
Sugar strong 6.65.
Fashion.

5--

BEST

Send for the

by Mr.

1--

EAST

With K C Baking Powder any
housewife can easily make biscuits, cakes and pastries that surpass the product of the world's
greatest chefs. A trial will prove
that to your entire satisfaction.

bales.

38,800

Springs and Pueblo

J

2

I.I
.

Montezuma.
L. I. Robinson, Denver.
R. L. Owen, Corona.
Peter Scott, Las Animas.
W. E. Cooper, Las Animas.
Aaron Levitt, Albuquerque.
J. Booth, Pojoaque.
T. C. Rivera, Chamita.
j
Paz Valverde, Clayton.
'
3. W. Pace, Clayton.
Howell Emerson, City.
J. F. Ward, Tucumcari.
T. S. Alford, Denver.,
C. F. Harrison, St. Louis.
James Hadley, Denver.
William Hermon and wife, Kan
sas City, Mo.
O. Norberg Alamosa.
H. R. Given, St. Louis.
W. H. Land, Clayton.
T. C. Rivera, Chamita.
Mateo Lujan and son, City.
J. F. Ward, Tucumcari.
Ed Hesch, City.
M. Kinsell, City.
Gus Koch, City.
W. H. Bundy, New York City.
Paul Harvey, Denver.
Mrs. B. L. Worley, Satford, Ariz.
W. J. Stehle, Oklahoma City. Okla
J. C. Kauffman, Alamosa.
William Caves, Buckman.
J. V. Alles, Milwaukee, Wis.
J. M. Rlstine, Chicago. '
Roy Stafford, Buckman.
W. Mentee, Pecos.

1, 1911.

Bestir Own

Forbes from a large list of applicants for this role. Mr. MacMillan has had varied experience as an
actor and Mc. Forbes was fortunate
in securing him to portray Bob Blake.

Hotel Arrivals.

to TMTaaca,

THE

Eckmau's Alterative U bfliitf usefl wltb
in the treatment of T ulteivulosis.
IVrsons whn have takon it improved,
gained weight, exhausting nlht sweats
stipied, fever rtiininishcd, ami uiuny recovered.
If you uiv !nterste;l to know
more nlwjut it, we will put you iu touch
with some who are now well. You can
Investigate and judve for yonru1f. Head of
Mih. Uovert H recovery:
(Jrillith, Ind.
'lieiit!emen: Thinking that perhaps fl
short history of the reiiiarkahle rure of my
mutut'r-in-hi(Mrs. Anna tiovwt) miIit
I hereby
heaetU some other sufferers,
About
give Xht- - following testimonial:
Septemlier 10, 11MS, she was taken sick
with Catarrhal Pneumonia, and continually
grew worse, requiring a trained aurxe.
Night sweats were so bad that it was
necessary to change her el'.thiiir once or
twice every night; her cough increased
and got so bad that everybody expected
that she would not live much longer.
The trained nurse (MIks Anna Trinen, Informed me thai she had Tuberculosis and
nothing could be done for her. in January, when Itev. Wm. Berg, of St. Michael's Church, at Shereville, Ind., prepared
for her death, he recommended that I
get some Kckinan's Alterative, and see if
It would not give her some relief. I then
requested the attending physician to give
his diagnosis and he informed me that
she bad Consumption and was beyond all
medical aid. When I asked if he thought
that It was useless to try the Alterative,
he repm-that 'No pnrstciuu could help
her any and I could fl lit fhysWf about
So I immediately had Rev. Wm. Uerg
It.
to send for a bottle. Practically without
hope for recovery. I Insisted that fche try
the Alterative, which she did. At the
end of the first week's twitment. she got
so bad that she refused t, (fiko any more
of it, but the doctor advised her to keep
on taking it. as it was the only thing
that might help her. I am glad to cay
now that she kept on and soon began to
Now, she works as hard ns
improve.
evec, weighs twenty pounds heavier than
she ever did lie fore she took sick, and
is in go td health.
She frankly says she
owes her life and health to Eekmnn's
We keep it on hand at all
Alterative.
time: and recommend It highly.
JOS. GRIMMER."
"(Sigi el Affidavit)
Eekmnn's Alterative is effective in Bronchitis. Asthma. Hay Fever: Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Ones not contain poisons, ophites
g
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured cases and write to Eckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale hv all leading druggists an1

M.

...

AGRICULTURAL

.. .. ...CLAIMS

....

COLLEGE ..
CHAMPIONSHIP.

Miss Emma Goebel last evening received a dispatch that the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, in a football game at Roswell, had defeated the Roswell team
by a score of 36 to 0, thus establish'
ing the claims of the former to the
of the South, having
championship
won the following
games: At EI
Paso, High School, 76 to 0. At El
Paso, Y. M. C. A, 28 to 0. University
of New, Mexico, 10 to 6.
El Paso

Military Instiute, 3 to 0. University
of Arizona, 3 to 0. Roswell, 36 to 0.

;

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT
4
4

4

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West

Point ol

the

South-wea- r

Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3u0
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during ths
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
tn all respects.
REGENTS E. A CAHOON, Pres.
W. O. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W
ATKINSON, Secretary,

Jt

and W. A FINLEY.

For particulars and illustrated
address:

es

COL. J AS. W. WTLLSON.

Superintendent.

it

NOTICE.

u

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
P.

B.
Williams
have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by
P. William and will continue to opsrate It aa a FIRST
CLAM LIVERY where wo will be ready at all times of day ar night
to furnish you with any kind V a rig you may want I will endeavor
to five prompt and effolent oervio and trust to merit your patronage.
I

it
it

AT MO SAN FRANCISCO
I

Red

SI?

Santa Pe, N.

At

Territory of New Mexico,
County ol Santa Fe.z--ss.
In the Probate Court In the matter
of the Estate of Harvie S. DuVal, de
.
ceased, intestate.
Know All Men by These Presents
That Hugh DuVal
Administrator
of the Estate of Harvie S. DuVal, de
ceased, intestate, has filed his final
account in the above entitled matter
and that ail persons having any ob
jections to said final account and the
settlement thereof are required to pre
sent the same within the time and in
the manner prescribed by law and
the probate court in and for the county of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mex
ico, has fixed and appointed Monday
the 1st day of January, 1912, at the
hour of 9 a. m., for the hearing of
said objectons filed to such said final
account if any such there be, and for
the settlement thereof.
This administrator further gives no
tice that upon the settlement of said
final account, he will proceed to close
the administration of said estate of
e
said decedent and to obtain his
as such executor and the dis
charge of his surety as such.
HUGH F. DUVAL.
Administrator of the Estate of Har
vie S. DuVaL Deceased, Intestate.
O. VOLNEY HOWARD
,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, Attorney for

Administrator.

.;''--
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Let the chfldren eat their fill of doughnuts if made from
or indigestion in Cottolene
Cottolene. There's no stomach-ach- e
doughnuts, because Cottolene is a vegetable oil product pure
and hecdthful as olive oil. It makes food rich, without making
itindigestible. It makes food palatable withoutthe greasiness
food. It is more economical than butter or lard
of
less is required.
because
From the standpoints of health and economy, Cottolene is
unquestionably the leading cooking fat on the market,
d
Use
less Cottolene than butter or lard.
Cottolene shortens your food lengthens your l(fm "
lard-soake- d

one-thir- d

1

one-thir-

Made only by THS M. K. FARBANK COUPANY

isSMSBSST,,

;

fcMSSS'
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t
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choo turned its snout around one
dwelling house three times before it
finally left it for that day.
The mountain traveller explained
that he had been over this pass last
G. Thanksgiving, when a
OVER
e
was
given in this house and the high
light and gayety could be appreciated
from the train. Soon they were forCrossing Cumbres Pass In gotten
and then another vision of e
Rio Arriba, Altitude of
dance was seen and finally a third,
causing one of the ladies in the car
10,500 Is Reached
to remark: "My, I wonder if all the
people on this mountain are dancing
ABYSS tT TOLTEC tonight." She could hardly be made
believe that it was the same old
dance in the same .old way that she
had seen, thanks to the engineer
Stupendous Climb for Little Loco who
built the D. & R. G.
motives, Passing One House
The train kept climbing and those
Three Times.
on the observation part of .its mech-

THRILLING TRIP

D.8

R.

barn-danc-

.

anism beean to get altitude fright
The mountain climber had warn
them that they would lee a, peculiar
sensation in their ears, as, when boys
they had come out of that swimming
pool with sand and water pressing
on their drums.

The trip from Santa Fe to Tierra
Amarilla, the county seat of Rio Arriba, occupies two days. From Santa
Fe to Antonito, Colorado that was
the "worn of the first day" as told In
The
the New Mexican Wednesday.
journey from- Antonito to Chama over
the D. & R. G., and thence by team
to Tierra Amarilla that Is the work
of the Becond day.
Our party left Antonito about 9 a.
m., as the train was three quarters
of an hour late. There was no difficulty to get seats in the parlor car,
(25 ceuts extra) and well was it
worth the price. This car, which is
the last of the train, has a minature
"observation platform" on the rear
and there was room on it for three
or four, people.
As the train pulled out for Chama,
to cross the dUzy peaks of the Cone-Jo-s
Range of mountains, one of the
travelers showed his parlor car manners by offering an invocation that all
in that car and in that train would
reach Chama in safety.
This was not very encouraging as
this traveler told weird tales of seehurled down the
ing locomotives
rocky sides of mountains and slide
down the tracks with the dash and

it

l

An "ofEMfcl

xnS.

UiJ-.igf-

(jamas'

our &uo.''i that l.t.side
i
In &MSicS8 VViUiuui

Garfield

Monument.
'Finally the much discussed Garfield

I

--

to file into the little hostelry and
pitch into a steaming hot dinner of
boiled chicken and minced pie, et ce-

MD
l

tera.
Greet Mr. Andrews.
At Chama Delegate Andrews was
met by Thomas D. Burns, Jr., son of
State Senator T. D. Burns, millionaire rancher, sheep man, merchant
and famouB Republican leader. He
was also greeted by District Attorney Alexander Read and County
Treasurer B. C. Hernandez, a well
known merchant of Tierra Amarilla.
They drove out to Tierra Amar.lla,
a distance of fifteen miles, in- Mr.
Burns' carriage, and others in the
party of Cumbre Pass passers procured rigs and followed suit.
It was an exhilirating trip across
country, passing pine clad hills and
stock grazing lands and finally over
the Las Brazos river and on, three
miles more to Tierra Amarilla, county seat of Rio Arriba, one of tne oldest counties of the territory and
state of New Mexico.
It was a drive that recalled the old
days before the iron horse had come
into power the days when men of
soon-to-b-

e

AT

LORETTO

Funds to be Raised For Me-- 1
morial Altar to Mother
Magdalena
GROSSED

PUIS

IN

1852

Founder of Modern Education
System in the Great
Southwest-

-

ihcrc

hf

fa

maTirJaSnjBB

in

WANTS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

!

....

PAUL A. F. WALTER

n

ST

The Lone Jury
The Sleepy Officer

wu vuiir rari use ex

Edward Manley

Chalmers McConnel)
The Happy Prisoner

Harry Franklin
Uncle Tom
John Evans
Little Eva
Clarence Pierce
If you have not heard Dr. Sloan
tried for "bootlegging" better ge:
around to the Elks' theater tonight.
Specialty Acts.
There were several specialty acts
between scenes. The Pianologue by
Director Sapp assisted by the now
famous Gus Koch was given the heart
ily expressed approval which all his

LORETTO ACADEMY: -

:

Attorney-at-LaFOR RENT Eight room house, 113
New Mexico
East De Vargas. Apply Geo. M. Kin 3tnta Fe,
sell.
HOLT & 8UTHERLANO
FOR SALIC 1000 one and
Attorneys-nt-LaPractice In the Dlstrl t Court aa
old Shropshire Rams, all A. No. 1
well as before the Supreme Court or
stock. C. E. Hartley.
w

two-year-

the territory.

New Mexico.
Lost, Saturday evening, Nov. 18th, Las Cruces,
near the Plaza alligator skin bag. Re
ward for return with contents to E.
C. W. O. WARD
Almon Leonard, Catron Block.
Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
FOR SALE Sawmill carriage, saw Laa-- Vegas,
New Mexico.
jack, rolls, track and edger for small
E. C. ABBOT7
saw millM! to 12 thousand

capacity

Attorney-at-La-

Good rig at a bargain. Addreas T. J.
Sawyer, Buckman, via Santa Fe.

Practice In the

District

and

Courts.
Prompt and careful
on Paragon attention given to all business.
FOR SALE! Text-booNew Mexico
Shorthand. Learned in one week. Banta Fe.
Writers in government employ. Can
be learned without a teacher.
Price
G. W. PRICHARD
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box
Attorney and Cos null lor at Law
313, City.
3t)
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to cases
ROOMS FOR RENT One, three,
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms before the Territorial Supreme Court.
for rent at 237 Washington avenue. Off cs; Langhlia Blk, Santa Fa N. M.
Large, handsome dining room, excep
tionally nice and well suited for
HARRY D. MOULTON
boarders.
k

Attorney-at-La-

platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
Santa Fe, N. M.
piles.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
rented. Standard makes handled
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
a4
All repair work and typewritea guar Land Claims nd Contests a Specialty
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
change. Phone 231.
Chas. F. Easley.
Chat. R. Easlev
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts snd before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
MASONIC.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Eetan
Montezuma
Lodge
cia, N. M.
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
Regular communi
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
cation first Monda
.
Attorneys-at-Law-

Fraternal Societies

n0

i&

s

he Parlor
iu Delegate
K.

1 Discbarges

::

and
Next week, on Wednesday
Thursday, from 2 to 8 p. m., a fair and
bazaar will be held in the auditorium
of Loretto academy that will have
many features and is deserving of pat
ronage by every one in Santa Fe.
There will be a great display of fancy work so well deserves. Mr. Sapp is
work especially suited for Christmas not a stranger here, however, and

flrews to

route,
George
v'olo, vrJw wvniM suaeri&teR;! tne
of any
jcj bridg-b
ar? E'Jv.tu j .'. .Jilt, food,
drug and sanitary inspector of the
board of health in Denver, Colo., whe
would scrutinize food supplies in case
iur train were stalled in a snow
look afrijr" t:niKie:;J

' '

BLADDER
ZiCVV
KJkuIfiA anda"

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nev

...

A'- -

FAIR
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hm

ot each month a

as a trid;je s.iu!or,

Masonic - Hall

a'

7.30.

sappi-juu-.-

H, H. DORMAN.

Practice in all ths Courts and Be
fore the Interior Department.
Taos,
New Mexico.

Master

ri.;f.'U-;c-

CHAS. E. LINNET.

H. L. ORTIZ.

Secretary.

Attorney and Couneollor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts io
Santa Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M. Regular the Territory.
drift.
jMirn n ii iiraiii
New Mexico
convocation second Santa Fe
Then there was a professor, Mr.
Monday of each month
Lovey by name, who was the cynoat Masonic Hall a
PROBERT A COMPANY
who
sure of all eyes as he demonstrated Monument was passed. It proved to Ian iron hand wielded the destinies of gifts and made by deft fingers at the those have missed something
7:30 p. m.
Investments
him.
entertained
acnot
have
been
by
of
the
will
all
be
in
fad
There
the latest Denver
monu-- ! this vast empire.
academy.
JOHN H. WALKER,
be a simple,
red stone
Bonds & 8 took .
Mines,
Lads,
When
Mrs.
Charles
Cunningham
cessories of a busy bazaar, including
H. P
doggie, whose head and paws could ument with the word "Garfield" on
(To Be Continued.)
Money Loaned for Investors
features for the children. A fish pond,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
be moved by the der'erous manipula- it, erected by some people who there
We have for sale general stocks of
tion of the forefinger, thumb and lit- received the news of the assassina- In the District Court,
candy booth and other attractions are
Merchandise.
Retail Lumber Yard
conRefreshments
being prepared.
tle finger concealed under the canine tion of President Garfield in 1881,
Santa Fe Commander) and other Business
Territory of New Mexico,
Opportunities
of coffee, cake and sandwiches!
A little child in the car thirty years ago.
sisting
garments.
K.
No.
T.
1,
Regulat throughout Taon county.
County of Santa Fe.
'
will
be
served.
Insisted on feeding the doggie crackMen
fourth
conclave
At about 11:20 a. m., Or over two Independent Steel & Wire Company,
Bank References Furnished.
The proceeds of the affair are to go
ers and the dog bowed his head in hours after leaving Antonito,
the
day In each month at Taos,
Plaintiff,
New Mexico,
memorial
ot
toward
a
erection
the
but manufacturer mountain expert announced that the
Masonic Hall at 7:8f
acknowledgment,
No. 6566
vs.
to
JEST
having given him no mouth the food passengers were In an altitude ot New Mexico Central Railroad Com- altar in beautiful Loretto chapel
p. m.
Mother Magdalena, who crossed the
CHAS. A. WHBELON, E. C.
had to be taken surreptitiously by the 10,500 feet. No one fainted at Uie
pany,
plains with a caravan in 1852 and
W.
an
artist manipulator. The dog was
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
news, much to this guide's surprise
Defendant
DR.
M. DIAZ,
brought modern education to the
economical one to keep.
and disgust.
To Whom It May Concern:
Southwest. She was the first superior
Santa Fe xodge ef RESIDENCE, DON CASPAR
to
There were other diversions
The Parlor car habitues could not
Especially the creditors ot the' de- of Loretto academy and is held in
Perfection No. J, 14ts
AVE
make the trip as interesting as a even get up a nose bleed in honor fendant railroad company,
and all grateful remembrance by hosts ot forCook conducted grand promenade of of the great ascension of that little parties interested therein. ;
degree. Ancient and Ac
mer pupils and friends.
220 Red
Phone,
cepted Scottish Rite ol
In pursuance of an. order of court
Europe.
husky D. ft R. G.
WEST
SIDE PLAZA
OFFICE,
Free
oa
meets
Masonry
Then the descent began and it was made in the above entitled cause on' JOLLY ELKS' MIN8TREL A HIT.
The traveler, who had said prayers
third
of
each
the'
month
Monday
of
notice
1st
the
1911,
December,
a
The
for happy and successful journey precipitous all right.
day
views of
Phone, 237 Black
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening la
across the Conejos range instructed gorges and gorgeous scenery
were is hereby given that there was filed
Continued from Page One.
OFFICE
Masonic
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
south
of
side
Hall,
Plaza,
us on the wonders' of mountain trav- occasionally
marred
by passing in the office of the Clerk of the DisVisiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cor
el. He said: "You are soon to cross through snow sheds which served as trict Court within and for Santa Fe "hummer" in "I'm Goin' Away While
dlally invited to attend.
at a naltitude of some 10,050 feet, the tunnels and an occasional tunnel County, on the 1st day of December, the Goin's Good," and Chalmers
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
W. AL SHERIDAN, M. B.
top of this range, and it is to be wnich thoroughly smoked oat those 1911, an itemized account of all
a
continuous
drew
laugh
Venerable Master
r
hoped that we will cross whhout any. who sat on the observation seats out- moneys received from the operation with "Baby Lamb".
Genilo-lrinarHENRY F. STEPHENS, 83
Diseases.
Untoward event, such as a gorgeous side. A short distance from the of said railroad and from all other
Blackville Police Court.
Secretary.
sources
of
and
all
disbursements
Tol-temade, When it comes to effervescent wit
tracks snow fences were also seen
descent into the famous gorge at
THE WA5SERMAN & NOOUCH
The Rocky Mountains, to which and it was evident that tii3 D. & It by the undersigned as Receiver, from
GUS KOCH.
5AI.VAR5AN
606"
& P. O. E.
family this Conejos range belongs, ex- G. had much to contend with in bat- January 1st, 1911 to June 30th, 1911,
ADMINISTERED.
No
fianta
Fe
both
the
me
Lodge
Mexico-sothat
whicti
undersigned
inclusive;
tend from Alaska to ON)
tling the white peril
tampered
"
I
Hi
UH'
460, B. P. O. E. holdt
Chemical and Microscooical Ex
Hietr rugged with Its time tables, and made its lit- Receiver will, on the 4th day of Jansay to Africa.
gave her splendid recital on the harp
its regular session on aminations of blood,
bare rock character gave them the tle engines snort, puff and occasion- uary, 1912 at the Court House In the
to
sputum, urine
audience
seemed
unable
the
get
the second and fourtl and
City of Santa Fe, New Mexico, ask
name of 'Stony Range' and the whole ally "buck" off the tracks.
contents. Directions
gastric
of her music She is indeed
enough
ot
aacb
Court
to
said
Wednesday
the
account;
approve
for collecting spe:imens eiven oe
system is also known as the North
Stalled Four Days,
an artist. Following this was a clog
month. Visiting broth
to the approval
and that
American Cordilleras."
was
which
In one of the snow i sheds the of said exceptions
application.
Baker
dance
by
era
are
George
and
Invited
account, if the same are to
Speaking of the f.umbre Pass, train was stalled FOUR entire days
given with a truly professional turn.
welcome.
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stock of
picture moulding
at all times ".
If You Want to see a good roast
read what Hayward has to say about
the Elks' Minstrel last night.
A GOOD- House to House CanvasX
X
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 1.
X The weather for New Mexico X ser can earn from $2.50 to $5 per day.
X is fair tonight and Saturday,
X Address Box Y2 City.
X not much change in tempera- - X
Traveling Salesman The curtain
on
X for the Traveling Salesman
X ture.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Monday, at the Elks' Theatre, will
not rise until 9 p. za,
Still Time to get that Special Order ' It is Up to the Plumber to make
good and you will never
in for Christmas at GOEBELS CO.
when you entrust this work to the
and
Mulligan
Rising carry a large
THE DAILY ROUND

Grocery ,BakeiryandJnarket

IP

SUGGESTIONS

TOOTHSOME

Oysters, Turkey, Cranberries, Sweet Spuds,
Spinach, Rutabegas, Celery, Lettuce and Tomatoes with Salad Dressing, Nuts, Fruits,
Plum Pudding, Mince Pie, Fruit Cake,
Vacuum Sealed Coffee, Imported
and Domestic Cheese.

if.

We

It

Have

Phone-No- .

All

F. Andrews

4.

Phone No. 4.

UP.

1

Santa Fe Hardware and Supply Co.'
See advertisement.
Alas, Alas! Turkey soup, turkey
salad and turkey hash will be the dis- guises in which the remains of the
Thanksgiving Day turkey will re-

1

KM

flnKH PHONE 92

H

in

i

QUANTITY AND QUALITY"

'it
WE RECOMMEND

We were at the Elks' Minstrels last night, and,
by the way, if you want your money's worth, go tonight. 'The only mistake was when they claimed
that Leo Hersch was one of our meat cutters, when
he never cut a piece of meat in his life, except at the
we are going
dining table. Anyway, for
to sell any piece of meat in the house for

TO YOU THE

w,.

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE

WORLD

MADE IN THE

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
f

"It's

K

the Watch for You."

& SPITZ,

1

is our hobby.

repair-departme-

2c per lb.

Spring Lamb at this price ; but get your order in
early on this. This includes everything in the house
in Fresh Meats except Pork. We have a nicelot of

Live Spring Chix and Hens

nt

which we will dress to your order.

Try it.

We don't often have a chance to

JUST RECEIVED

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
t
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
;

MAKE YOU A PRICE ON BREAKFAST BACON,
-we
for Morris & Co.'s
But
to-morr- ow

Second-Han-

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

J

are going to make a
I
Faultless Breakfast
of
Bacon.
price
Well, the trust has these and it is hard
to make a price, but for (A kc f lCr

SPUDS

Vegetables

FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.
New and

give you lv lUo. IU1

of All Kinds.

FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

vL

Call Us Up.

RECEIVED

TO-DA-

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

SANTA FE, N. M.

PTrV

Boys Admit Breaking Into Houses.
John Coleson and George Mathews,
two
boys arrested Wednesday at El Paso by the sheriff's department on a warrant sworn out In
the court of Justice E. B. McClintock,
charged with breaking into the house
of H. J. Capell, at 1411 Louisville
street, Thursday, were arraigned before Justice McClintock
Thursday
morning. Justice McClintock heard
their story and released the boys on
bond given by their parents, engineer
Coleson at the G. H., and Billy Smith,
formerly a detective, and the case
will be taken up Friday. It Is said
the boys have admitted breaking into
a number of houses within the past

main to plague us.
liMarriage License A marriage
cense was yesterday issued by Probate Clerk George W. Armijo to
Francisco Garcia, 19 years old, and
Carnacion Chavez, 18 years old, both
of Santa Fe.
Ideal Thanksgiving Weather Yes
terday was an ideal fall day, " sunshiny, mild and pleasant. The maximum temperature was thirty-sevedegrees, the minimum last night seventeen degrees. For tomorrow, fair
warm weather is predicted by the
weather bureau.
Leona
She Pleaded
Brooks was found not guilty by a jury
at El Paso on Wednesday evening
when tried on a charge of assault to
murder Rachael Wilson. The Brooka
woman admitted having" shot the Wil
son woman in the lung at the latter's
home, 384 South Santa Fe street, on
the night of Septemebr 9, but pleaded

JAMES

Surprised at Weather Mr. and Mrs.
T C. Fuller of Mount Vernon, Ohio,
who have been here since last Thurs
day looking at the country, left today
for their home in the Buckeye state.
They have not only seen Roswell and
surrounding country but also the lower
valley; and are deeply impressed with
the prospects here for a great future.
They were surprised at the present
cold snap. Roswell Daily Record.1;
Sold a Mortgaged Horse it is Charg
ed Ernest Fryer, a young man of
Roswell, who deals in horses, it is
alleged in a complaint by disposing of
a horse that was mortgaged. The
young man mortgaged the horse to
County Assessor Guy Herbert and
tLen disposed of it it Is claimed. At
night he attempted to leave town on
tne south bound passenger train but
was arrested at the station by the
authorities.

BREAKFAST BACON
DAVID LOWITZKI,

News.

NEW VAUDEVILLE SHOW
HOUSE FOR SANTA FE.
Mr. Sherman Garrett, former owner of the Panhandle Circuit Houses,
will open his new house Saturday
the Jim E. Gibnight, Dec.
son Comedy Co., presenting for' the
first time in this part of the country, the original Happy Hooligan
show, or in other words the big fun
show, with four high class vaudeville
acts, pictures until he run in connection, and the' show will be in the
Chaves Bldg.. and to be called the
New State Theatre. Mr. Garrett has
come to live here and manage the
business and needs no Introduction
to the people, as he Is a show man
and knows the business thoroughly.
th

.

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

415 Palace Avenue.

j

THIC MEA1UC Roasts, Steaks, Legs of Mutton,
IlilJ ITlLiillJ Veal Roasts, or anv other cut
you see in the house; will also have some nice

THE JEWELER

NOTE Perfect service in our watch

2

1

1, 1911.

wanted and how they expect to get five months.
the new school. Roswell Morning

n

Some.

and Then

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,

The Essentials of Good Plumbing

In no branch of science has there been greater
advance in recent years than in the art of Sanitation.
Modern plumbing fixtures should
have a surface which is hard,
smooth, and
They
should be installed in such a way
that they will give years of lasting
service with the minimum charges
for repairs. Furthermore, they
should be of attractive appearance
and graceful design.

!

nt.

'

1

I

Hotels Will Be Crowded That all
hotels will be crowded beyond their
capacity during the legislature, is already apparent. At the Palace hotel, .,
the two largest reservations have
been made by Delegate W. H. Andrews
who has already reserved six rooms,
and the friends of Governor W. J.
Mills, who will have the parlor and adreserva
joining rooms. Among-other
tions, are those by H. B. Hening of Albuquerque, M. M. Padgett of Las Ve- - i
gas, and other newspapermen who will
invade the capital in force to witness

the senatorial contest.

...

We sell

tattdamr plumbing

The combination of these

fam-

ous fixtures and our skilled service
insures you plumbing that satisfies.

We give orders for repairs our best attention and
guarantee satisfaction.
.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

;,

After
Normal School'
Carlsbad invaded Roswell Wednesday soliciting support in securing the
eastern territory Normal school,- as
appropriation for which is expected to
be made at the first state legislature.
The following committee appointed
by the Commercial Club to promote
the desires of the City Beautiful for
this school, composed of G. M. Cooke,'
chairman, Dr.. F. F. Doepp, recently
elected state senator, A. N. Pratt A.
A. Kaiser, and M. C Stewart, joined
S. I. Roberts, the district clerk here to
tell the Roswell people just what they
Carlsbad

.

fjxtures, unequalled for cleanliness,
durability and beauty of design.

-

J

FLOWERS
AT THE

CLARENDON GARDENS
R. V. BOYLE, Manager

Phone Black 12.

I:
II
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STOU like to see
&

y
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is

nice clothes we're sate; most men ate
enough interested in their looks to take some pains
with the things they wear. Being we 1 dressed is a

a sort of duty that a man owes to himself, his family, his business ; it

pays all 'round. Especially when it is so easy to get the right things to
wear; easy in price, easy in convenience. You can step in here any
day, and in thirty miuutes well put you into a suit of

HART,
Clothes

that

SCHAFR

Will Put You in

& MARX

a Class by Yourself as far as

Clothes are Concerned.
You'll get fabrics that are all wool, and as fine as are made; rich imported weaves from England, Scotland, Ireland, or the fine American
products. You'll get Styles and .Fashions that are approved in all the great
fashion centers of the world.
You'll have no "local" mark in dress; you'll be clothed as
men all over the world are clothed. That's what it means to buy clothes
;

well-dress-

Copyright Bart SefaaOaer

Sd3ts, $15.00 and up.
Si1

F '3 r-- 3

4l

'

b.6 Home of Hart, Schaffnef & Matt Clothes;
4

Marx

here

economy, style and quality.

ed

:

Overcoats, $ 1 7.50 and up.

